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EDITORIAL
They Stayed

“I was among the million people who marched through London on
February 15, 2003, to protest the imminent invasion of Iraq....It was not
totally unimportant, as an act of bearing witness. But now, years later, the
people of Egypt – especially the young people – have shown us what a
small, feeble act that 2003 march really was, and how we all let thuggish
leaders play us for fools. We showed up, we marched, we massed – then
we quietly went home, back to our lives, and let the brutal machinery of
aggressive war roll on.”
—Kairos in Cairo: Seizing the Moment of Moral Courage,
Chris Floyd, www.commondreams.org/author/chris-floyd

Kairos (καιρός) is an ancient Greek word meaning the right or opportune
moment (the supreme moment), a time in between, a moment in which something special happens.
In December, the United Nations warned that food prices were extremely
volatile and rising, putting the poor of the world at risk and threatening nations’
stability, although the report did not predict food riots like those which broke
out in 2008. In February, parts of the Arab world erupted in revolution, while
despots and elites around the world watched in apprehension, and, in many
countries, hastened to promise lower food prices.
As we go to press, it appears that Libya, with the aid of Canadian, US, and
British “special forces” – doubtlessly sent to protect the oil – will spiral into the
misery of civil war like Iraq.
The Arabic cultures once led major advances in human civilization, giving
us essential tools for modern medicine, mathematics, architecture, astronomy,
and geography, as well as preserving the libraries of the Greeks during Europe’s
Dark Ages.
Now, specifically in Tunisia and Egypt, it may have done so again, inspiring people around the world, many millions of them hungry, with the demonstration of how to bring political change with their peaceful bodies. No
pretentious “black bloc” of vandals for these folks, who faced deadly terror as
the reward for their courage.
They simply showed up, and they stayed. They made history.
Delores Broten, Comox BC, March 2011
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If you are not a subscriber yet, but appreciate what we are doing, the
insert in this issue is for you! It is meant to make it easy for you to plunk your
two cents down and help make the magazine viable.
We Don’t Say Thanks Enough – so here’s a big thank you to Andrew
MacLeod and his family, who help us deliver the bundles for free pick up at the
Victoria Public Library.
Bundle Bargains: Our paid subscription lists are growing, but slowly, and
every magazine needs someone to pay the bills! We urge you to consider sponsoring or applying for a bundle of the Watershed Sentinel for your community,
organization, or libraries and schools across the province. We can match donors
with those requesting bundles. These bundles contribute to our paid circulation
and allow us to access magazine funding. The bundles are priced at our cost for
printing and mailing. See the inside cover.
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The World
Compiled by Delores Broten and
Susan MacVittie
Bushmen Win Right
to Water
The Bushmen of the Central Kalahari Game Reserve in Botswana
have won a historic legal case, confirming their right to use a borehole
to get water. Cutting off their water
supply was one of the tactics used
by the Botswana government to stop
the Bushmen returning to the Central
Kalahari Game Reserve. The government had banned the Bushmen from
re-opening and using the borehole,
even though the Bushmen offered to
pay the costs.
No explanation was given for the
ban. The government allows a diamond
company in the reserve to use all the
water it needs, drilled new boreholes
for wildlife with funding from Tiffany
& Co, and allowed Wilderness Safaris
to open a tourist camp in the reserve,
complete with swimming pool.
—Survival International,
January 27, 2011
Beijing Licence Lottery
In January, Beijing held its first
car licence plate lottery, as part of an
effort to tackle chronic traffic gridlock and air pollution.
Out of 187,420 qualified applicants, almost one in 11, 17,600 people,
were given licenses. Over 210,000
people had applied for the 20,000
number plates available monthly, but
more than 22,700 were disqualified.
Nearly 90 per cent of the number
plates are allocated to residents, with
the remaining plates given to businesses. The government is considerWatershed Sentinel

ing granting quotas to those who need
vehicles but fail to win the lottery.
There are 4.8 million registered
cars in Beijing, and an average of more
than 2,000 new cars hit the streets
every day last year. City authorities
stipulate a driver may only register
one car and have vowed to freeze the
number of cars owned by government
organizations.
—China Daily, January 27, 2011
Green Roofs
Washington DC is a hub for the
green infrastructure initiatives with
more than 100 green roofs installed

and 75 LEED buildings certified.
Green roofs and walls are a
proven and highly public approach
to greening federal buildings. These
technologies also provide green jobs,
and improved air quality and stormwater management.
The 8th Annual CitiesAlive Conference was held in Vancouver, British Columbia in November, 2010, with
nearly 1000 participants. In April, the
2011 Living Architecture Symposium
will be held in Washington DC.
—Steven Peck and Damon Von
Linde, Green Roofs for Healthy
Cities, February, 2011.

M. Cowan/Survival

Judge Blocks Amazon MegaDam
In Brazil in February, a federal judge blocked the building and funding of
the Belo Monte hydro-electric dam in the Amazon rainforest, because environmental requirements had not been met. The dam would disrupt the flow of
the Xingu River – one of the Amazon’s main tributaries. The 11,000 megawatt
dam would be the biggest in the world and has long been a source of controversy, with bidding halted three times before the state-owned Companhia Hidro
Eletrica do Sao Francisco was awarded the contract last year. The government
says the Belo Monte dam will create jobs and provide electricity to 23 million
homes. The six-kilometre dam would threaten the survival of several indigenous groups and make 50,000 people homeless, flooding 500 square kilometres.
—BBC News, February 25, 2011
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LETTERS

Water Sales

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

I just read an article about bottled water and Bute
Inlet, and am alarmed at the speed with which the present
Liberal government in Victoria is giving away our resources. One only needs to read the proposed new modernized Water Act to understand where the government
would like to go on this. Water markets is the proposed
new modern approach. The water bottling licences now
being issued would become a commodity to be bought
and sold to the highest bidder. Put that with the new free
trade agreement being negotiated between Canada and the
European Union (CETA) and we have the makings of the
privatization and commodification of our fresh water.
Elsie Dean, Vancouver BC

The Beauty of Enough
I read with great interest Don Malcolm’s “When is
Enough?” and couldn’t stop thinking about Satish Kumar‘s
book, You Are Therefore I Am: A Declaration of Dependence. In one of the essays, he recounts his discussions with
E. F. Schumacher around his book, Small Is Beautiful.
“Following the second world war, at the United Nations, American President Truman redefined the world in
terms of the ‘developed’ and the ‘undeveloped’. Much of
the white world he defined as ‘developed’, while much of
the coloured world as ‘undeveloped’...the word development took on a new meaning. It was now used purely in
terms of an industrial economy.…The economies of artisans, peasants, small farmers and traders were made retrograde, inefficient, uneconomic, irrelevant, out-of-date,
and a cause of poverty. Economic growth became the new
‘god.’ Economies of scale became the new ‘religion.’”
“For millennia there have been peoples all over the
world who lived in great simplicity without ever considering themselves ‘poor,’ ‘undeveloped,’ or ‘uncivilised’....We
were who we were – human beings, not human ‘havings.’”
I was born and raised in Mexico. A few decades back,
many towns and small cities outside of Mexico City had
no super malls, no modern technological wonders, with no
frozen or fast food, no SUVs, and the people were healthy
and happy. Then, the idea of the American Dream got
them, they were told they were “poor” and “underdeveloped,” and millions of them moved to the big city with the
illusion of becoming “rich”… and the rest is history. The
dream turned into a nightmare for the majority of them.
As a side effect, the middle class shrunk dramatically, the
gap between the very rich and the “poor” grew exponentially, and the overall situation in the country keeps worsening by the day.
We could overcome many of our current problems,
fear, and anger, if we only realize we can be “poor” – by
satisfying all our basic needs, and yet live happier than the
rich, who are always unhappy because they can’t fulfil all
their wants. We could even say that being “poor” is knowing when we have enough, appreciate the beauty of small,
and be happy for this realization.
Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega, Whaletown BC

Governments As Problem
“The Cost of Complexity” and “Sharing” in your last
issue both pinpointed some crucial problems. The latter also
provided potential solutions. The need for urgent changes in
economic and social policies, and in our attitude towards
nature cannot be overstated.
The global mess we find ourselves in has been created
by governments that base their economic, social, and other
practices on the false concept of constant growth and predatory resource exploitation. In this, they are controlled by
financial institutions, transnational corporations, and other
segments of the governing elites who derive their wealth
and power from the proceeds. The fundamental changes
needed to prevent a global environmental and social catastrophe are contrary to their interests. Our government(s) are
among the worst contributors to the emerging crisis.
The above reflects sadly upon the Canadian electorate.
Half of them do not bother to vote. They may be disinterested, disillusioned, or confused. Meanwhile, a decisive
segment of those who do vote are more interested in their
personal affluence. They are brainwashed into commercialism, excessive individual rights, and the glories of affluence, ignoring social and global responsibilities. They are
misled by the mainstream media controlled by the corporations that serve the interests of the wealthy, powerful elite.
Consequently, the number one priority of those in position to act is to work without delay on the two prerequisites:
create a party or a coalition determined to undertake the
required changes for the benefit of their entire societies; and
wake up the electorate to the frightening realities and to
their collective responsibilities.
Frank S. Tompa, Pender Island BC
Errata
Re “First Hand: A Report from the Cove,” January-February: The photos used were taken by author Tarah Millen.
Watershed Sentinel
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Have You Heard
Compiled by Delores Broten & Susan MacVittie
End Oil & Gas Subsidies
Seven out of 10 Canadians, including half of Albertans, want to see
an end to the billions of dollars of tax
breaks that the government gives to
the oil and gas sector in Canada annually. The new poll was released with
an open letter from over 100 organizations calling on the Prime Minister
and Minister of Finance to end these
subsidies.
Analysis shows $1.4 billion per
year in federal subsidies to the oil
sector. A disproportionate share of
these subsidies goes to the Alberta tar
sands. The result is higher greenhouse
gas pollution, lower government revenues, and fewer jobs created than if
these subsidies were phased out.
—Climate Action Network,
February 17, 2011,
www.climateactionnetwork.ca
Alaska Groups Sue
Over Coal Dust
Alaska Community Action on
Toxics and the state chapter of the Sierra Club are suing the Alaska Railroad and Aurora Energy Services over
coal dust and debris that ends up in
Resurrection Bay due to operations at
the coal export terminal at the downtown Seward port.
The Anchorage federal District
Judge denied motions by the Alaska
Railroad and Aurora Energy Services
to dismiss the case. The companies
argue they can’t be sued under the US
Clean Water Act because the state is
regulating coal dust from the Seward
terminal under its air pollution rules.
The Judge said he might eventually be convinced that the coal emissions are not covered by the Clean
Watershed Sentinel

Water Act, but at this point, “the
Court cannot agree that the mere fact
that the pollutants travel some distance through the air defeats liability.
—Anchorage Daily News,
January 11th, 2011
Keystone Pipeline
Kansas officials are upset over
Alberta-based TransCanada’s tax exemption to build Keystone Pipeline,
which will bring oil through the US
Midwest to refineries in Illinois and
Oklahoma.
The Kansas pipeline is a pivotal
piece in a new, $7 billion, 1,700-mile
project by TransCanada to transport

heavy oil from Canadian tar sands to
refineries in Texas. If it’s approved by
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, it
could carry up to 500,000 barrels a
day, doubling the amount of oil that
TransCanada brings.
The project is encountering resistance from the Environmental Protection Agency and some members of
Congress. In Nebraska it would run
beneath the Ogallala Aquifer, a huge,
shallow water table that provides
drinking and agricultural water for
about 2 million people in eight states.
—McClatchy Newspapers,
February 11, 2011; Globe & Mail,
February 15, 2011

The Council of Canadians is warning that the Harper government is negotiating a new trade deal with Europe, the Canada-EU Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) that threatens Canadian public
services, labour and democratic rights, and the privatization of water. See
www.tradejustice.ca
5
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Time for spring cleaning!
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EVICTIO

The Wild Salmon Narrows
needs your attention
by Michelle Young, Georgia Strait Alliance

As I write this, juvenile salmon are just
As a citizen of Canada, I hereby demand that Marine Harvest,
Mainstream Canada & Grieg Seafood vacate the Wild Salmon Narrows
beginning their spring migration from their
migration route for failure to operate responsibly in public waters.
rivers and streams, through the Strait of
Georgia and out to the open ocean. Along
WSN-MP Postcards_v5.indd 1
10-12-16 11:33 AM
net-cage salmon farming on wild salmon in the marine enthe way, most of those fish will migrate past dozens of open
vironment, but the Wild Salmon Narrows Spring Cleaning
net-cage salmon farms and be exposed to farm-source sea
Crew has a different approach…this is all about taking aclice, as well as potential disease outbreaks and fish farm eftion. We are recruiting concerned citizens who are aware of
fluent. Among this year’s migrants are the offspring of the
the problems with dirty net cages and want to roll up their
collapsed 2009 Fraser River sockeye, who will arrive in the
sleeves and help clean up this mess.
“Wild Salmon Narrows” region as early as late May.
Our first action is to deliver eviction notice postcards
Georgia Strait Alliance and our partners at the Coast
to all three salmon farming companies operating along the
Alliance for Aquaculture Reform are increasing our efforts
Wild Salmon Narrows migration corridor in Okisollo and
in response to the growing urgency to transition net cages
Hoskyn Channels, located along the east and north side of
to more sustainable closed containment technology. There
Quadra Island. A fourth postcard will be sent to MP Randy
is a lot of information available about the impacts of open
Kamp, Parliamentary Secretary to Fisheries and Oceans
Canada Minister Gail Shea. We want to clean up one route
of dirty fish farms for wild salmon as an emergency measure while we work towards moving this industry out of net
cages and into closed containment.
Visit our website at www.GeorgiaStrait.org to sign
up for the Spring Cleaning Crew. For postcards, just email
michelle@georgiastrait.org, and let me know how many
you can have signed and where to mail them. We hope you
will join the Spring Cleaning Crew. This Crew is all about
cleaning house. If you’ve ever wondered what you can do
to stop open net-cage salmon farming, here’s your chance
to help out. It’s what our Spring Cleaning Crew is all about.
Are you ready to roll up your sleeves for wild salmon?

Cohen Commission Delayed

The Cohen Commission of Inquiry into the Decline
of Sockeye Salmon in the Fraser River has been granted
an extension by the federal government until June 2012 for
its final report. The Commission has received thousands of
departmental emails from Fisheries and Oceans, and hundreds of records of disease outbreaks and treatments from
the salmon farms on the coast, which will take extensive
effort to review. The Commission also notes “the large
number of participants in the inquiry, and a comprehensive
evidentiary hearings schedule,” as reasons for the delay.
Hearings will run until autumn.
—Press Release, January 2011
Watershed Sentinel
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REGIONAL ROUNDUP
Compiled by Delores Broten and Susan MacVittie

Northwest Electrifies
The BC government has granted
BC Hydro an environmental permit
for its $400 million Northwest Transmission Line project. The proposed
344 kilometre high-voltage power
line will connect future mines and industry along the Highway 37 corridor
north of Terrace. The province consulted with 15 first-nation groups and
the provincial Environmental Assessment Office determined that “effects
from the project are not significant,”
assuming that mitigation measures
and commitments are carried out.
—Vancouver Sun, February 23, 2011
Fish Lake Returns
Less than 6 months after its original plan was rejected, Taseko Mines
Ltd. has resubmitted its environWatershed Sentinel

mental application for the Prosperity
Gold-Copper Project near Williams
Lake. The original proposal for the
project was rejected by the federal
cabinet last November over environmental concerns. The new plan preserves Fish Lake, which was proposed
to be drained for a tailings pond, and
replaced with an artificial lake to mitigate the habitat loss.
Premier Christy Clark said that
she would use her first meeting with
Prime Minister Stephen Harper to demand that his government reverse its
decision.

“Ms Clark’s comments demonstrate that she is prepared to steamroll
over First Nations rights and environmental protection to help Taseko
Mines Ltd. get its way. If this is her
idea of leadership, we believe it places
her completely out of step with most
British Columbians,” said Tsilhqot’in
National Government Tribal Chair,
Joe Alphonse. Taseko Mines was a
significant financial contributor to the
BC Liberal party.
Teztan Biny (Fish Lake) Newswire, February 11, 2011; CFTK-TV
News, February 21, 2011

AgriMarine Holdings

China Invests in BC Gas
State-owned PetroChina wants
to spend $5.4 billion to buy half of EnCana Corp.’s Cutbank Ridge resource
in northeastern BC. It is the biggest
investment to date by a Chinese company in the North American energy
sector. Low commodity prices aren’t
providing companies with enough
cash flow to develop gas fields. The
PetroChina deal is still subject to a
foreign-investment review by Industry Canada. China’s entry is seen by
some as a strategic, influential investment trigger to seal overseas export of
BC’s gas from a proposed LNG facility in Kitimat, for clout to support Enbridge’s oil pipeline proposal across
BC, and to promote BC’s offshore oil
and gas development.
—Vancouver Sun, February 14,
2011; BC Tapwater Alliance,
February 15, 2011

First Closed Salmon Farm on BC Coast
BC’s first closed, floating salmon-farming tank, seen as a greener alternative to traditional open-net pens, has been installed off Vancouver Island.
Vancouver-based AgriMarine Holdings Inc. and the Middle Bay Sustainable
Aquaculture Institute announced in January that the first of four tanks to be used
in a commercial-scale salmon-farming operation has been placed in the water off
Middle Bay in Campbell River.
The operation has a licence to produce 1,200 tonnes of salmon a year. While
net pens are cheaper to make, the floating tanks last longer and make feeding
cheaper and more efficient, because none of the feed falls out as it does with net
pens.
–CBC News, January 17, 2011
7
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Earthquake Swarms, Fault Lines, and Fracking for Natural Gas

It’s only a dozen years ago that “slick-water fracks”
were introduced. This form of fracking uses huge
amounts of water mixed with sand and dozens of toxic
chemicals like benzene, all of which is injected under
extreme pressure to shatter the underground rock reservoir and release gas trapped in the rock pores. Contamination of fresh water, and potential damage to aquifers are already major concerns, but now communities
need to think about the possibility that the practice can
trigger earthquakes.

by Joyce Nelson
The US federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has just begun a comprehensive two-year study
into the risks associated with hydraulic fracturing (called “fracking”) in
the oil and gas industry, which argues
that it’s been safely fracking for some
sixty years.
But it’s only a dozen years ago
that “slick-water fracks” were introduced. This form of fracking uses
huge amounts of water mixed with
sand and dozens of toxic chemicals
like benzene, all of which is injected under extreme pressure to shatter the underground rock reservoir
and release gas trapped in the rock
Watershed Sentinel

pores. Not only does the practice utilize millions of gallons
of freshwater per frack (taken
from lakes, rivers, or municipal water supplies), the toxic
chemicals mixed in the water to make it “slick” endanger groundwater aquifers and
threaten to pollute nearby water-wells
[see “Frack Attack,” March-April
2010, Watershed Sentinel].
Horizontal drilling and multistage fracking (which extend fractures across several kilometres) were
introduced around 2004 and are now
used across North America. As conventional natural gas dwindles, the industry is drilling for “unconventional”
sources like shale gas, which depend
on these new production methods.
The toxic flowback wastewater from
fracking (as much as 3 million gallons
per well) is usually re-injected into
deep disposal wells.
On January 21, several leading
US investment companies (including Trillium Asset Management) an8

nounced they have filed shareholder
resolutions with nine major oil and
gas companies, pressing them to disclose their plans for managing “the
water pollution, litigation and regulatory risks increasingly associated
with ever-expanding natural gas hydraulic fracturing operations.” The
investment firms’ press release notes:
“Concerns about water contamination
incidents are growing as operations
expand, creating reputational and litigation liabilities for companies.”
While much of the concern about
fracking relates to its impact on potable water supplies, other impacts
include air pollution, wastewater disposal, industrialization of farm land,
increased carbon dioxide emissions,
and destruction of wildlife habitat
from multi-pad fracking sites that can
be as large as five square acres.
But there’s another impact that is
less well known.
Official written comments submitted to the EPA by the environmental group Natural Resources Defense
March-April 2011
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Council asked that the EPA also “look
at the potential for fracking to cause
earthquakes.” In 2009, the Wall Street
Journal (June 12) called earthquakes
“the natural gas industry’s big fracking problem.”
Texas’ Barnett Shale

In north-central Texas, the Barnett Shale field has some 14,000 natural gas wells and at least 200 wastewater disposal injection wells. In recent
years, a series of small, but measurable and felt earthquakes have hit
Cleburne, Irving and the Dallas/Fort
Worth area. The Fort Worth Business
Press (June 10, 2009) stated: “It’s
clear the incidence of earthquakes has
increased as Barnett Shale production
increased during the past two decades.”
Slick-water fracks were first introduced in the Barnett Shale field.
Subsequently, the number of wells
drilled in the area went from a yearly average of 73 in the late 1990s to
2,500 in 2007.
Dallas News (Nov. 1, 2008) interviewed John Ferguson, a geosciences
professor at the University of Texas at
Dallas, and reported: “Nobody knows
exactly what causes a particular
quake, Dr. Ferguson said. But it’s possible that the recent increased drilling
and extraction of natural gas from
the Barnett Shale had an effect. The
“When we start perturbing
the system by changing fluid
pressure, we have the potential for activating faults. While
the seismic waves from such
earthquakes might not directly
threaten the public, small earthquakes at depth could threaten
the integrity of CO2 repositories
expected to store CO2 for periods of hundreds to thousands
of years.”
—Mark Zoback
Watershed Sentinel

extraction process affects the fluid
pressure deep inside the earth, which
is the sort of thing that could nudge
a nearby fault, he said. It’s happened
elsewhere.”
But a spokesman for major shale
gas producer Devon Energy Corp.
countered that drilling has never been
connected to any significant earthquake. “To draw a correlation between
earthquakes and oil and gas production, that just hasn’t happened.”
Nonetheless, the Wall Street
Journal (June 12, 2009) reported that,
in Cleburne, Texas, where thousands
of natural gas wells have been drilled
and fracked, “More earthquakes [at
least 100] have been detected in the
area since October [2008] than in
the previous 30 years combined.”
The WSJ report continued: “Oil and
gas production has been suspected of
causing earthquakes in the past, including in Texas, particularly when
it involves injecting fluids into the
ground.”
In August 2009, researchers from
Southern Methodist University in
Dallas said the preliminary results of
their study show a “possible correlation” between disposal injection wells
and small earthquakes in the Dallas/
Fort Worth area.
Arkansas Earthquake “Swarms”

Since October 2010, the town of
Guy, Arkansas has experienced hundreds of small, but felt, earthquakes,
sometimes coming at a rate of three
or four per minute. Seismic researchers at the Arkansas Geological Survey
(AGS) have been investigating this
earthquake “swarm,” the largest of
which was a “moderate” size 4.0 magnitude quake on October 11 and more
recently, a 4.3 magnitude on February
18, 2011.
In the past six years, nearly 3,700
natural gas wells have been drilled
and fracked in the Arkansas Fayetteville Shale field, most of them in a
9

“Just think. Fracking and injection
wells cause earthquakes...
earthquakes can damage cement
casings...cement casings are the
front line defence to protect our
water from toxic fracking fluids.”
—Arkansans for Gas Drilling
Accountability

four-county area of which the town
of Guy is almost dead-centre. There
are at least six disposal wells within
a 500-square-mile zone around Guy.
Some of the disposal wells have reportedly been injected with more
than 10.5 million gallons of fracking wastewater each month in recent
years.
On October 15, Scott Ausbrooks,
AGS geohazards supervisor, said,
“What we believe is happening is
when the old [fracking flowback] water is put into the deeper [disposal]
wells, it reduces the friction in the
fault [fault-line]. This doesn’t cause a
quake, it just speeds up the process.
The quake will happen somewhere
down the line anyway, but this process
may be making them happen sooner.”
The local press reports “a shocking surge” in quake activity. The
number of earthquakes recorded in
Arkansas for 2010 – more than 600 –
nearly equals all of Arkansas’ quakes
for the past 100 years.
In late October, the website for
Arkansans for Gas Drilling Accountability stated: “We now have a total
of over one hundred earthquakes for
October and we still have days to go.
Just think. Fracking and injection
wells cause earthquakes...earthquakes
can damage cement casings...cement
casings are the front line defence to
protect our water from toxic fracking
fluids.”
In November, 200 local residents
packed the school cafeteria in Guy,
demanding that drilling be stopped.
Continued on Page 10 
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Shake, Rattle continued
According to CNN (December 13,
2010), the state government has now
issued a moratorium on further injection wells and new drilling in the area.
But during the first two weeks of January 2011, Guy experienced another
six quakes.
On February 17, Scott Ausbrooks
of the AGS told AOL News that the
earthquakes “are getting stronger”
and that he can see a “direct correlation” with disposal wells.
More Quakes

In New York state, thousands of
gas wells are being planned, including
in urban areas.
“They’re already drilling all over
Buffalo,” researcher/activist Pat Carson told me in a recent phone interview. “There’s been a steady increase
in local quakes in western New York
since drilling began in this area. The
industry “plans on fracking right
along Lake Erie, where there’s a huge
fault line.” If they trigger that, she
said, it could be catastrophic for the
whole region.

New York lawyer/activist Rachel
Treichler is working to oppose fracking wastewater disposal wells planned
for the upstate Finger Lakes region.
“We have had two earthquakes in
upstate New York that are associated
with disposal wells,” she told me. “No
community is a proper site for a deep
injection well disposing of toxic fluids.” There are too many reports of
contamination and earthquakes from
these types of wells, she says.
On February 8, 2011, Buffalo
City Council banned fracking and
waste water disposal within city limits and is warning all Great Lakes cities to do the same.
Central Oklahoma has been hit
with a series of at least six earthquakes since October 2010, including
a 5.1 magnitude quake on October 13
– the second strongest in the state’s
history. Oklahoma has been the site
of extensive natural gas drilling and
fracking in the Arkona Natural Gas
Basin. The local press states that 2009
and 2010 “have been peak years for
earthquakes” in Oklahoma. When

Calls for a Moratorium in Quebec, Nova Scotia

Opposition to shale gas extraction in Quebec, where a large deposit along
the shores of the St. Lawrence River between Montreal and Quebec City has
been promoted as an economic bonanza, is growing, with a 250,000 name
petition calling for a moratorium, delivered to the Quebec government in late
January. Faith in the industry has been shaken by what was a small but uncontrolled methane gas leak at La Présentation well near St. Hyacinthe. The leak
was not immediately controlled by the addition of concrete to the well head,
and was apparently about seven metres away from the actual well, showing
that the gas was under great pressure. The Quebec Ministry of the Environment said this showed it posed a danger of contamination to underground water.
Meanwhile in Nova Scotia, the Inverness County council is supporting
a province-wide ban on hydraulic fracturing. The Inverness County Chapter
of the Council of Canadians has been fighting oil and gas exploration in the
Lake Ainslie, Margaree and Mull River watersheds. Lake Ainslie is the largest
freshwater lake in Nova Scotia. In October 2010, chapter activist and Board
member Anne Levesque estimated that about 600 people have signed their
petition opposing the use of fracking anywhere in Nova Scotia
—Globe & Mail, January 21, 2011, Montreal Gazette, January 28, 2011,
http://www.canadians.org/campaignblog/?p=6394
Watershed Sentinel
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asked if that could be connected to the
drilling, Andrew Holland, a seismologist for the Oklahoma Geological Survey, said, “At this point, we don’t see
any indication that that’s the case. But
I’m examining it as a real possibility.
The jury is still out, I’d say.”
West Virginia, part of the Marcellus Shale field, has experienced at
least eight small earthquakes in the
Braxton County area since April 2010.
Martin Chapman, director of Virginia
Tech Seismic Observatory, told the
Associated Press (AP) (September 2)
that earthquakes are rare in the area.
“Something’s going on there,” he said,
“and I have a strong suspicion that it’s
something associated with [gas] drilling.” According to the AP report,
“Some geologists suspect high pressure and wastewater have lubricated
old fault-lines, allowing them to slip
and trigger small earthquakes.”
Marshall University geology professor Ronald Martino told AP that
it’s “quite possible” the quakes are
linked to the high-pressure injection
of fluids. “Geologists have known of
a possible link between fluid injection
and small quakes for a half-century,
he said, and the potential impact on
fault lines under Braxton County
should be explored further.”
Induced Seismicity

In May 2009, Calgary geologist
Jack Century, president of J.R. Century Petroleum Consultants Ltd., gave a
speech to communities in the Grande
Prairie, Alberta area addressing the
issue (among others) of “human-induced seismicity.” He was hosted by
the Peace River Environmental Society.
Century, who has been in the industry for decades, said that “many
induced earthquakes” have resulted
from oil and gas industry activity.
“Mostly, it’s the injecting of water, but
also it’s just production of oil and gas
in big fields that happen to be overMarch-April 2011

lying faults [fault-lines] in the earth.”
He said the “unloading of massive
amounts of fluids changes the pressure where these faults are and causes
them to move.” He added, “Once local seismicity starts, it can’t be turned
off.”
Dr. David Oppenheimer, a seismologist with the US Geological Survey, told Power Magazine (July 2009)
that fracking could certainly generate
seismic activity “because that is how
the [hydraulic] fractures are made.”
The journal’s August 2009 issue reported that Dr. Christian Klose, a
geophysical hazards research scientist
at Columbia University said that, “the
quake risk is intensified by hydrofracturing.”
Dr. Klose also considers carbon
Watershed Sentinel

capture and storage (CCS) a possible
cause of induced seismicity. In the
Nov-Dec. 2009 Watershed Sentinel,
Stephen Leahy reported that according to Dr. Klose, the CCS demonstration site at Norway’s Sleipner gas field
in the North Sea may have triggered a
magnitude 4.0 earthquake in the area.
In mid-December 2010, Stanford geophysicst Mark Zoback also warned
that CCS could trigger small to moderate earthquakes through the injection of massive amounts of carbon dioxide into the subsurface. “When we
start perturbing the system by changing fluid pressure, we have the potential for activating faults,” he told the
press. “While the seismic waves from
such earthquakes might not directly
threaten the public, small earthquakes
11

at depth could threaten the integrity of
CO2 repositories expected to store C02
for periods of hundreds to thousands
of years.”
Jack Century told his audience
that, in March 2007, he attended a
Calgary meeting of the Geological
Survey of Canada, with 25 GSC geologists in attendance. One of the
“main issues” discussed was “the
risk of earthquakes induced by the
mining and removal of billions of
tonnes of overburden from tar sands
bitumen.” Century presented a paper
there called “Tar Sands: Key Geologic
Risks.” As he recalled for his 2009
audience, “Nine months after warning that human-induced earthquakes
could result from aggressive tar sands
Continued on Page 12
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Shake, Rattle continued
development, a magnitude 3.8 earthquake occurred near Fort McMurray.”
Century was unavailable for an interview by press-time.
Peace River Arch

In his 2009 speech, Jack Century referred to “the seismically active
Peace River Arch” – a major geologic
structure which extends from High
Prairie, Alberta to Fort St. John, BC –
and said there is “serious earthquake
risk” there. In April 2001, an earthquake measuring 5.3 on the Richter
scale hit northeastern BC and northwestern Alberta, centred 40 kilometres northeast of Dawson Creek,
where Blair Lekstrom was mayor at
the time. It was the largest earthquake
in the area in 50 years. Dawson Creek
(located in the Montney Shale field)
is 72 kilometres southeast of Fort St.
John. The W.A.C. Bennett dam, built
in the l960s and located in the area,
was unharmed.
In June 2010, Lekstrom (MLA
for Peace River South) resigned from

his cabinet position as BC Minister
of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, citing policy disagreement
over the harmonized sales tax. But
as Charlie Smith noted in the Georgia Straight (June 11), “Lekstrom’s
resignation comes shortly after the
BC government declared that it was
going to seek regulatory approval for
the Site C dam on the Peace River,”
to be located about seven kilometres
southwest of Fort St. John. “In addition,” wrote Smith, “the BC government has sat on the sidelines as oiland-gas companies have ramped up
the controversial practice of hydraulic
fracturing to extract natural gas in
northeastern BC.”
Local citizens in the Peace are
predicting that the frenzy of drilling
in the area will likely remove as much
as 135 billion litres of freshwater per
year from the watershed for the purposes of fracking. According to Andrew Nikiforuk (The Tyee, October
15, 2010), in northeastern BC, “the
shale gas industry now has permits

China Enters BC Cutbank Ridge Shale Gas Field

In February, PetroChina, one of China’s two integrated, state-owned international oil and gas companies, announced a $5.4 billion bid for a 50-50
venture partnership with Encana Corporation in the deep shale gas Cutbank
Ridge development in northeast British Columbia and northwest Alberta.
Encana’s Cutbank Ridge assets are spread over 257,000 hectares in populated farming areas, where residents have made numerous environmentalbased complaints to BC’s regulator, the BC Oil and Gas Commission, about
Encana operations. Both Encana (Cenovus Energy) and PetroChina are developing Alberta’s controversial tar sands.
BC Tap Water Alliance coordinator Will Koop recently appeared before
the federal Standing Committee on Natural Resources studying energy security in Canada. Koop presented information on how the BC government
failed to implement cumulative environmental effects studies in northeast BC,
where thousands of hectares of public lands, a zone covering about 15 per
cent of BC’s land base, have been leased to energy companies since 2003 to
develop deep shale gas. He stated that the neglect of the BC government to
conduct such studies are “social and political failures.” Encana has failed to
release water and other resource use data to the Committee on one of its Horn
River operations, the site of the world’s largest hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) operation.
—BC Tap Water Alliance, February 15, 2011, www.bctwa.org
Watershed Sentinel
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to daily withdraw up to 274,956 cubic
metres or 60,481,864 imperial gallons
from 540 creeks, rivers and lakes as
well as aquifers.”
In his October 2010 report called
“24/7 Less Peace in the Peace,” Will
Koop of BC Tap Water Alliance
(www.bctwa.org) reveals that at Talisman Energy’s Lynx Creek site, “The
BC Oil and Gas Commission has authorized a revised withdrawal limit
here of 5,000 cubic metres (1,100,000
imperial gallons, or 5 million litres)
per day. That’s almost enough water
for 2 frack jobs.”
Koop’s November 9th report on
EnCana’s natural gas Cabin Lake
project in the Horn River Basin near
Fort Nelson (“EnCana’s Cabin Not So
Homey”) states that the company is
averaging 28 fracks per well. Earlier
last year in the Horn River Basin, EnCana and Apache conducted 274 consecutive fracks over a 100-day period
– a global record.
Standard industry practice in
the area is to dispose of the massive
volumes of toxic fracking flowback
water by re-injecting it into deep disposal wells. Talisman’s senior vicepresident Jim Fraser told the Daily
Oil Bulletin (July 19, 2010), “As far as
what we’re going to do with the water when we get it back, fortunately
in BC and Alberta there’s numerous
opportunities for commercial disposal
which are sub surface underground
injection. So that’s our plan going forward in the Montney [Shale field]. I
think it’s a very good way to dispose
of water.”
But in the US, these deep disposal wells are being linked to quakes.
Jack Century told his audience
that since 1984, dozens of induced
earthquakes have occurred east of
Fort St. John, measuring up to a 4.3
magnitude, “and they are still ongoing.” But “industry denies it all,” he
said. “They say the earthquake was
going to happen anyway.”
March-April 2011

Century said that in 1995 he
presented a paper, called “Oil and
Natural Gas Induced Seismicity,”
to the American Association of
Petroleum Geologists and then to
the Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists, but the industry
showed little interest in the topic.
That attitude may be changing, however.
The Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists website
listed a course being offered in
November 2010 by two geophysicists from Schlumberger – one of
the top hydraulic fracturing companies in the world. The (partial)
course description: “The increasing interest in shales as reservoir
rocks, and the use of horizontal
wells and active fracture treatments, has led to a rapid growth
in the application of microseismic
monitoring projects to better understand what these interventions [i.e.
horizontal drilling and fracking] are
actually doing in the subsurface...The
course will cover some basic earthquake monitoring ideas and the methods used to locate and quantify them,
and then extend this to the monitoring of microseismic events caused by
hydraulic fracturing activity, or reservoir movement through depletion,
injection or other externally imposed
activities.”

Deteriorating Reputation

Meanwhile, the reputation of
shale gas – as a “clean” fossil fuel that
could last for a hundred years or more
– is rapidly deteriorating. On January
25, 2011, ProPublica’s Abrahm Lustgarten reported that new research by
the EPA shows that greenhouse gas
emissions from hydraulic fracturing
for shale gas “are almost 9,000 times
higher than it had previously calculated” because of the methane emissions
associated with the full life-cycle of

gas production. [See “Methane:
Integrity versus Integrity Management,” Watershed Sentinel,
September-October 2010.]
And the Toronto Star’s energy
reporter Tyler Hamilton (July 26,
2010) has called most industry estimates of natural gas supply “a
gross exaggeration.” He wrote:
“Some petroleum geologists say
the ‘probable’ supply [in North
America] is less than 20 years, and
that shale gas represents maybe
seven years of that supply.”
In other words, the drilling
and fracking endanger the groundwater, deplete rivers and lakes,
and threaten earthquakes all for
a quick payoff to industry, after
which the local taxpayers are left
with the consequences.
In February 2010, while discussing Schlumberger’s proposed
merger with Houston-based drilling specialist Smith International,
Schlumberger CEO Andrew Gould
said that shale gas production is characterized by “brute force and ignorance.” That seems a fair appraisal of
the entire shale gas “revolution.”
t
Joyce Nelson is a freelance writer/researcher and author of five books.
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www.MillWatch.ca
Burning what? On our dime?
Subsidies fuel shift to incineration
by Rob Wiltzen

The federal government kicked off 2011 with announcements of $278 million in pulp mill subsidies
from the Green Transformation Fund. The grants for
mills in British Columbia, Alberta, Quebec, and New
Brunswick push the disbursement of the allocated
one billion dollars in pulp mill black liquor subsidies
to $591 million.
The Fund was created in June of 2009 in response
to US subsidies of pulp mills based on their usage of
the pulp mill by-product, black liquor, as fuel – a standard practice in kraft pulp mills. [See “Greed and
Black Liquor Fuel Pulp Trade Wars,” November 2009, and www.millwatch.ca for more information.]
While the enormous injection of capital funds to pulp mills for environmental
projects is run by the federal government,
environmental regulation of pulp mills is
in the hands of the provinces. There is,
therefore, no formal relationship between
project proposals submitted by the mills
to the federal fund and the priorities of
the regulators and the communities of which the
mills are a part.
Hundreds of millions have thus far been awarded
in order to facilitate the sale of power by pulp mills
back to the grid. BC Hydro has already signed a
number of contracts with forestry companies for power provision and is actively organizing pulp mills to
line up for the federal funding in order to fulfil its own
call for “bioenergy”– energy that can be generated
using wood waste, forest-based biomass, and organic
material.
Provincial environmental authorities have not
been as quick to help direct the funding to their own
priorities, however. With the project applications in the
hands of the companies, and energy companies such
Watershed Sentinel

as BC Hydro focusing the projects, mills are using the
money not to address the highest environmental priorities but to transform themselves into bioenergy producers. Just how green the transformation is remains
open to question.
According to Natural Resources Canada, the
$40-million investment by the federal fund will enable
Castlegar’s Celgar kraft pulp mill to generate “clean,
green energy from forest biomass…to meet its own
needs and supply some energy to the BC grid.”
Similarly, $36.7 million in funding was awarded
to the Howe Sound Pulp and Paper mill from the
Green Transformation Program fund, along with
other funds and support from BC Hydro, to invest
in technology that will increase its capacity to
burn wood waste. The power will be sold back
to the grid under a purchase agreement with
BC Hydro.
The carbon accounting involved in
forest biomass incineration for power
production is complicated; it is by no
means universally agreed to be carbonneutral. The Howe Sound example,
however,
is of particular concern since the Port
Mellon mill is one of the only mills in the province
that is allowed to burn construction and demolition
waste under a temporary variance to its air permit.
The waste contains plastics, fabric, and formica, as
well as treated and untreated wood products.
The result is not only a revolution in the mill’s
business model, but a shift in the fuel mix for British
Columbia towards waste incineration. Howe Sound
has submitted an amendment application to the province to permanently permit up to 20% demolition and
construction waste as fuel for the power boiler that
will be generating the energy to be sold to BC Hydro.
Energy production from resources considered re14
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ing of plastics is a well known contributor to airborne
toxins such as dioxins and furans – some of the most
toxic chemicals known. Coastal mills are already high
producers of the deadly toxins due to the burning of
salt-laden hog fuel. Increasing the fuel mix to “wood
waste” containing plastics and chemical-laden wood
products is not green, clean, or renewable.

newable by governments and energy companies, such
as biomass and waste derived fuel, is something for
which pulp mills have the basic infrastructure in place.
Federal subsidies to upgrade the facilities, along with
incentives from power companies and lucrative sales
contracts for power, promise to turn things around for
the economics of running a pulp mill in Canada.
The environmental cost of shifting to waste incineration, however, bears close examination. The burn-

t

Anaerobic Digestion - Deja Vu Deja Vu

organization for stepping up. This is
a win-win-win all the way around.”
While any steps forward on reduction
of sludge and alternative disposal methods is good news indeed for the airshed, the scale and intention of the project
needs to be kept in perspective. The microsludge demonstration represents baby steps.
While the consultant’s report of 2006 included a high
level estimated capital cost of $4- to $6-million to implement anaerobic digestion at the Elk Falls Mill in 2006, the
current project requires 6.12 million 2010 dollars for a demonstration project that will treat an insignificant 1% of the
sludge produced at Crofton for 15 months. FP Innovations
and Catalyst Paper explain the significant discrepancy in
cost by pointing out the 2006 report was a preliminary estimate that did not include operational and staff costs of the
two year research project.
Given the great inflation of costs between the original
2006 estimates and present day realities, with full scale implementation ballooning to the tens of millions, along with
the economic realities of pulp mills in BC, it is a given that
some creative funding partnerships would be required to
see the sludge treatment get beyond “demo” status anytime
soon. To be clear, the demonstration seems to be a demonstration of the financial investment required, since from
a technical, regulatory, and environmental perspective,
anaerobic digestion of sludge has already been shown to
reduce the toxic load, produce energy instead of consume
it, and generally help close the loop on pulp mill toxic emissions. The hope is that the demonstration will help attract
the political and financial resources to implement the best
available technology.
t

Since the early 1990s, pulp mills in British Columbia
have disposed of sludge, a waste by-product produced in
the pulp process, by incineration in the power boiler. The
practice has been criticized because it generates no useable
energy, hinders combustion of other fuel, and increases air
emissions of heavy metals, dioxins, and other pollutants.
In 2006, when the air permit for the Elk Falls pulp mill
was being amended, the Ministry of Environment mandated the mill to investigate alternatives to incineration for
sludge disposal. The consultancy firm, Teranis, was commissioned to produce a report that analyzed the feasibility
of the main options for sludge disposal.
Five main options were considered that included landfilling, landspreading, composting, aerobic digestion, and
anaerobic digestion. Options were assessed on financial,
technical, and regulatory feasibility. The recommendation
from the report was anaerobic digestion and a pre-treatment
of digestion. This would reduce sludge volume by 70-90%,
produce methane gas for energy, and offer cost savings of
approximately $1.4 million a year, resulting in a 3-to-4 year
payback.
Citing economic hardship, the mill shelved the report,
but in 2010, amid much fanfare, Catalyst Paper’s Crofton
mill announced a demonstration project for the anaerobic
digestion of sludge. The $6.12 million dollar investment
was shared between the federal government, the province,
a provincially funded but industry-led association – the BC
Bioenergy Network, and a million dollars from Catalyst itself.
The project has been soundly praised by all those making public announcements as a break-through for the industry. Stockwell Day, Minister responsible for British Columbia and the Asia-Pacific Gateway, announced the project at
an event at the mill. “This is a fantastic project,” said Day.
“It’s very innovative. I give full points to the company and
Watershed Sentinel
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goes beyond the classroom
by Linda Munro
Along with reading, writing and
arithmetic, students and educators in
Mission, British Columbia are getting
lessons in energy conservation. Two
years ago Mission Public Schools and
the District of Mission were identified as the largest energy consumers
in their region. The two jurisdictions
teamed up and looked to BC Hydro’s
Energy Manager Program to guide
them in making their schools and corporate offices more energy efficient.
Rather than each hiring an Energy Manager, the school district and
the regional district approached BC
Hydro about funding one person as a
joint full-time Energy Manager who
would be split evenly between the
two connected jurisdictions. The two
jurisdictions have a good relationship
and they share many common parks
and facilities so it was seen as a natural arrangement.
This had not been attempted anywhere else in the province. However,
BC Hydro agreed to the plan and hired
an Energy Manager to work for the
two jurisdictions, as a pilot project.
Mark Heieis, a leader in organizational change management around
sustainability issues, took on the
role of Energy Manager for Mission
School District and the District of
Mission in March 2010. He looked at
the district as a whole and set out to
create a culturally aware community
that continually strives to reduce its
carbon footprint, while learning to
adapt its processes to become resilient
and adaptable.
He was tasked with the ambitious
targets of achieving 250,000 kilowatt hours (kW-h) of savings per year
across the school district and a 10 per
Watershed Sentinel

cent reduction for the corporate side
of the District of Mission.
Heieis started by advising the
school district to establish a sustainability policy to create and sustain an
appetite for environmental stewardship among students, staff and parents
in the district. “Having a sustainability policy is a vital factor in bringing
about long-term, lasting changes,”
says Heieis.
At the same time, he also conducted an energy audit to identify
some district-wide changes that would
translate into energy saving opportunities for Mission Public Schools.
The first initiative was to re-lamp
schools where the system allowed.
Heieis encouraged the school
district to remove obsolete
single-use fax machines, photocopiers, printers and scanners, and replace them with
new machines that performed
all four functions.

Heieis suggested that the school district make a 17 per cent reduction in
the overall quantity of lighting.
The school district has started
implementing this project one facility
at a time. They are currently completing a wattage reduction project at Hatzic Secondary School where all the
32 watt fluorescent tube light bulbs
are being replaced with 25 watt tubes.
Once that is complete, the project
will move on to a nearby elementary
school. “We hope to replace around
2,800 tubes and to achieve a wattage
savings of approximately 44,000 kWh, or an expense savings of approximately $3,564 per year,” says Heieis.
Installing room occupancy sensors, where appropriate, was the next
16

project he identified. Room occupancy
sensors detect the presence or absence
of people and turn lights on and off
accordingly. They are most effective
in spaces that are often unoccupied
such as storerooms, restrooms, corridors, stairwells and staff lounges.
According to BC Hydro, room occupancy sensors can reduce energy consumption by up to 50 per cent.
Heieis is also overseeing the installation of energy management
software for all desktop workstations
across the school district. It is expected that by installing the software
on approximately 900 computers, the
school district will save about 220,000
kW-h per year and see a cost savings
close to $18,000 a year.
However, the biggest system
change is already having dramatic
results. Heieis encouraged the school
district to remove obsolete single-use
fax machines, photocopiers, printers and scanners, and replace them
with new machines that performed
all four functions. So far the school
district has eliminated 100 devices,
representing 4,000 kilograms of electronics, and has been able to increase
the functionality of its office equipment, lower its operating costs and
save 19,000 kilowatt hours of energy
per year. At the same time, they have
also implemented automatic doublesided printing, which should reduce
the paper consumption by almost 50
per cent.
According to Heieis, amalgamating and reducing the office machinery
is contributing towards a culture shift
among the teaching staff. In many
cases, teachers now have to walk further to copy or print a document and
this is making some reconsider their
actions – thereby cutting back on the
March-April 2011
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Lights being changed from 32W to 25W by
Mission Public School District employee
Carla Newman

Real time
change in Mission
with the help of
Energy Ambassadors
in the schools
Energy Ambassadors from Heritage Park Secondary School

school’s paper consumption.
By December 2010, Heieis was
confident the school district would
surpass its target for reducing energy
use and greenhouse gas emissions.
Mission Public Schools was able to
achieve savings in the neighbourhood
of 300,000 kW-h annually.
A system change of this nature
requires buy-in from the people who
will be affected by the change and
by those who are capable of sustaining the change. In order to engage the
next generation, Heieis also took the
initiative to start up the BC Hydro
Energy Ambassador Program at all
three high schools in Mission. This
is a student-lead program for high
school students that addresses energy
consumption practices and behaviour
in the secondary schools and their
feeder elementary schools. It builds
awareness about energy use and its
consequences for the environment. It
also encourages students to take action and develop leadership skills that
will help them throughout life.
With the support of a teacher
sponsor and facilitated workshops by
a BC Hydro co-ordinator, students
conduct an energy audit at their school
Watershed Sentinel

to identify opportunities for saving
energy and making changes to improve sustainability. Students present
their findings to the teaching staff, the
local Board of Education and younger
students at feeder elementary schools.
The program incorporates research,
public speaking and social marketing
– all skills that are needed in today’s
job market – to educate and engage
students in energy management.
Karly Alexander is a grade 12
student and an Energy Ambassador
at Heritage Park Secondary School in
Mission. She has completed an audit
of her school and is preparing to make
presentations to younger students at
three feeder elementary schools.
One of the big lessons Alexander
learned is the role of “ghost power”
energy consumption used by everyday appliances. The main offenders
are devices with clocks or timers like
a microwave, or devices with a power
block like a mobile phone charger. Alexander learned that remembering to
turn off the computer and unplug the
phone charger from the wall when not
in use makes a difference.
Now one year into having a joint
Energy Manager for the two jurisdic17

tions, the arrangement is seen as
a win-win-win for all three parties.
Plus, BC Hydro is pleased with the
results. Simon Vickers, BC Hydro
Program Manager for Commercial
Marketing with Power Smart Partners
says, “We would like to roll out the
joint Energy Manager concept in other communities, based on the Mission
model,” possibly for communities in
northern British Columbia.
Mission Public Schools have
made progress, but they are not stopping yet. In December 2010, the school
board created a Sustainability Policy
to firmly root the environmental consciousness that has been building over
the last year. It hopes this policy will
guide decision makers to make environmentally sustainable choices for
Mission public schools and students
well into the future. In 2011 Heieis
will continue building awareness and
educating staff to assist the school
district in rolling out some previously
identified projects while including
new green initiatives such as waste
reduction and water conservation.
t
Linda Munro lives in North Vancouver and writes for Mission Public
Schools.
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Clusters of Power Projects Threaten
by James Knoop

HOTSPOTS

The town of Golden may seem
to be a backwater place in the middle
of nowhere, but when it comes to the
environment, and in particular to the
rampant push for independent power
producer (IPP) projects, we’ve had to
face our battles just as much as anywhere else.
It is not a story that is well known,
and this account will give you insight
into the potential long-term environmental consequences for the Upper Columbia Valley. This story also
signifies what is happening in small
towns all over British Columbia.
It begins with a pristine creek
in an out-of-the-way river drainage
called Ventego Creek. Even in our
area, where backcountry pursuits
are a way of life, few have heard of
this place, and fewer still would ever
dream of traveling into this treacherous valley. Yet, with helicopters and
dynamite, and dreams of entering the
“green” economy, a Nelson-based
company called Selkirk Power has
imposed itself on this remote wilderness. Thus, one aspect of this story is
about the disastrous consequences of
this project should it go forward. The
company has already embarked on
a ruinous fish translocation project
within a unique sub-alpine wetland
area. In the future, half of the drainage will be blasted open to accommodate new infrastructure. This is not
a suitable location for a run-of-river
project.
This story is also about IPP development in the region, and the province at large. It appears that entire
regions are put up for sale on the auction block, especially when the region
is sparsely populated. In our locale,
18

a geographical area from Kinbasket
Reservoir to Revelstoke Reservoir is
threatened by multiple IPP projects.
Should the first project be allowed
to proceed, several other projects are
highly likely to follow quickly on its
heels. That is why it is so important
to halt Selkirk Power and its project at
Ventego Creek before it starts.
A Golden Battle

To date, the residents of Golden –
an active and educated bunch – have
managed to ward off several proposed
projects that threatened to proceed
without a local approval process. Two
smaller run-of-river projects were
particularly contentious between
2006 and 2008. Next, there was the
company AXOR with a much larger
99 MW proposal on Glacier/Howser.
This drew busloads of residents out
of their homes to show opposition.
Over 1100 people went to the public
meeting in Kaslo, more than the entire population of that small Kootenay
community! In November 2010, it
was announced that AXOR no longer
holds an Energy Purchase Agreement
(EPA) with BC Hydro for the controversial Glacier/Howser IPP project.
This should significantly slow this
project moving forward
After that, there was Atla Energy,
a company with three proposals on
the wild and untamed Upper Wood
River. This area is so remote that simply traveling there is an all-day affair
that involves several hours of driving,
arranging a special ferry and significant bushwhacking to access the river.
To counter this illogical proposal, the
Golden chapter of the environmental
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Pristine Creeks in the Columbia Valley
organization Wildsight, assisted by
the Council of Canadians, created a
documentary video and distributed it
widely. Our little ol’ town of Golden
has a long history of success where
these projects are concerned.
Each project, in one way or another, was stopped dead in its tracks.
Each case is different and each project
lies dormant to different degrees, for
now at least. But this doesn’t mean the
battle is over, far from it in fact. The
next proposal has emerged.
Biggest Regional IPP Threat:
Selkirk Power at Ventego Creek

The proposal on Ventego Creek
is the next big environmental threat in
terms of IPPs in this region. The proponent, Selkirk Power, has gained its
EPA and hopes to begin construction
next spring on a single project that involves developing two adjacent river
drainages for a combined 44 MW
project. One drainage, Ventego Creek,
is of particular importance given its
high wilderness, ecological and biodiversity values.
Ventego Creek meanders through
a long pristine watershed that extends
for about 18 km and is located in the
northern Selkirk Mountain range. The
glaciers that feed Ventego sit on top of
tall mountain peaks, which form the
border with Glacier National Park. At
the back of the drainage there sits a
high alpine lake, which plunges into a
spectacular and dramatic waterfall to
start the creek. Ventego Creek is fed
by 19 additional tributaries as you go
down the valley, some of which contain spectacular waterfalls of their
own. The valley is steep and the high
Watershed Sentinel

velocity of the water flow makes it desirable for hydropower production.
The Ventego Creek proposal is of
special concern for a variety of reasons.

The project offers no
public benefit, while the
local community inherits a
laundry list of associated
problems.
First, the Ventego drainage has
never seen the human hand of development. There are no roads or even
any recreational trails; the foliage is
incredibly thick. There are also numerous avalanche paths in this valley,
which makes it prime bear habitat.
Additionally, there has never been a
credible scientific wildlife or plant
survey conducted in the Ventego
Creek drainage, so we don’t know
the significance of the biodiversity
that would be lost were this project to
move forward.
In July 2010, a small group of
us set out to hike the Ventego Creek
drainage in order to document the
area with photographs and raise
awareness about these run-of-river
projects. Because of the harsh conditions, the trip nearly became a deadly
survival scenario, with myself on the
19

receiving end! But that is another story altogether. Along the way, we conducted an informal wildlife survey of
sorts, simply documenting what we
found. We encountered bear daybeds,
a bear rub tree and extensive bear
scat. We traveled along multiple game
trails, and were even forced to sleep
on one due to the extreme steepness
of the surrounding terrain. We also
saw extensive moose and other ungulate scat, Columbian spotted frogs,
osprey, waterfowl, varied thrush,
marsh wren, and many other species
of bird that we were unable to identify.
There have also been unconfirmed reports of Black wolves spotted in the
wintertime, and even the endangered
Mountain caribou. Clearly, the valley
belongs to someone.
Second, in the middle of the river
drainage there lies a 5.6 km stretch of
unique sub-alpine wetland that has
remained unchanged since the last ice
age. Selkirk Power has begun a controversial fish translocation project
in the Ventego Wetlands. In order to
compensate for the loss of habitat on
neighbouring Cupola Creek, the company began introducing blue-listed
westslope cutthroat trout into this
unique amphibian-filled ecosystem,
where previously predatory fish did
not exist. The project was to gradually introduce more and more fish, but
significant opposition to the project
emerged. Wildsight and the Ktunaxa
First Nation have both taken a stand
against it. The fish translocation has
since been halted, an event that was
big news for the environmental community in these parts. Somehow, the
Continued on Page 21
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The plans for this project
call for a new 8.8 km road
extending halfway into Ventego
to the edge of the wetland.

Watershed Sentinel
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Power Projects continued
provincial Ministry of Environment
and the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans approved the idea of a
fish translocation into a pristine wetland. This is a clear example of how
these projects can go wrong, despite a
rigorous application process.
Third, the project offers no public benefit, while the local community
inherits a laundry list of associated
problems. The plans for this project
call for a new 8.8 km road extending
halfway into Ventego to the edge of
the wetlands, increasing its vulnerability. Blasting for construction of
the road and the intake pipe will be
extensive given the rugged terrain,
further disturbing sensitive animal
habitat. Despite assurances from the
proponent, recreational vehicles may
begin accessing the drainage through
new road infrastructure, which also
increases the potential to introduce
invasive plant species that travel on
their tires. The plans also call for 40
km of associated transmission lines
to connect with the nearest substation
at Golden. Aside from compromised
aesthetic values, in an area that is surrounded by four National Parks, other
proponents will piggy-back on the infrastructure resulting in more projects
down the road. Thus, while private
power producers gain profits through
the sale of electricity to BC Hydro on
public land, residents of the local area
are left to deal with the mess.
A Story with a Twist: Transmission Lines and IPPs

This is the first of a series of
proposals within a geographic locale that is slated for IPP development. The area where Ventego Creek
is located is known to BC Hydro as
the Beaver River “cluster.” Selkirk
Power holds proposals on two creeks
within the cluster, further north there
Watershed Sentinel

are another five proposals held by
Trans-Alta, a large Albertan energy
company. Already these creeks are
being monitored with flow measuring equipment and they are waiting
on BC Hydro’s next Clean Power Call.
One of the five proposals within the
Beaver River cluster also lies in a
pristine river drainage, Palmer Creek.
Should the first project be approved, it
would greatly facilitate the remaining
projects within the cluster.
That the IPPs located within the
Beaver River cluster will be developed in tandem with each other was
discovered earlier this year when BC
This IPP project
threatens a rare, pristine
river drainage
Transmission Corporation (now BC
Hydro) sought approval from the BC
Utilities Corporation to build a transmission line. This summer, BC Hydro
approved the construction of a 112
km Columbia Valley Transmission
line (CVT line) from Invermere to
Golden. Contained within the application for the transmission line, was
an economic study conducted to estimate the profits that would be gained
through interconnection fees of up to
24 run-of-river projects in two “cluster” areas known as Beaver River and
Goldstream River. At the present time,
the cluster on Goldstream River is not
moving forward, but the Beaver River
cluster begins with Selkirk Power.
Widespread opposition exists
both to the transmission line and the
IPP project on Ventego Creek. Wildsight vehemently opposed the construction of the CVT line through a
written hearing process. The group
made the argument that BCTC failed
to inform the communities of Golden
and Invermere of one of the primary
functions of the CVT line – the fact
that it would be used to transport
power from the two cluster areas
21

south into the valley. According to the
application for the transmission line,
the development would enable crossborder energy trade. Furthermore, the
Council of Canadians (Golden) has
a petition with over 500 signatures
opposing the project on Ventego and
Cupola Creeks. With the provincial
government in a state of upheaval,
and with Minister portfolios changing
at alarming frequency, it is important
that Ventego Creek not be left by the
wayside.
Take Action Now!

As Selkirk Power is hopeful to
begin construction on the project at
Ventego Creek next spring, it is important that we as environmentallyminded communities come together
to take action now. This IPP project is
particularly important to stop because
it threatens a pristine river drainage,
an increasingly rare piece of real estate in these times.
However, there are larger reasons
for stopping this project. We cannot sit
idly by as the government apportions
large tracts of remote wilderness for
sale on the energy market. The Upper
Columbia region is not the only area
in the province where transmission
lines are being used to activate large
clusters of IPPs within a confined
geographic locale. These projects
need to be proven to be in the public
interest, and when pristine areas are
threatened, it is very difficult to make
the case that they are.
To learn more about Selkirk
Power’s projects, visit: http://www.
wildsight.ca/ventegocupola-creeksselkirk-power
t
James Knoop is a recent university graduate who lives in Golden, BC.
He is the editor of an online news publication called the The Golden Scoop.
All photos Rachel Darvill
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Your Event
the Green Way

As we wait for spring, people across the land are planning events -music festivals, conferences, and exhibitions of all types. Those events
can have a big impact, so here’s how to make your next event successful
and sustainable. Green events integrate environmentally friendly practices
in every aspect of the experience – from planning to production to teardown. Planning a green event may take a little more time and effort, but the
rewards are great. No matter if it’s a board meeting or a community festival,
you will have the satisfaction of knowing that you’ve conserved resources,
reduced landfill waste, shown a commitment to preserving a sustainable quality of life for our community, and
provided a model for others.

by Susan MacVittie

• Markers and White Boards: Use waterbased, nontoxic markers on reusable white boards.
•
Proceedings: If they will be available, give participants a website address where they will be posted or
provide proceedings on USB data key.
• Reading Resources: Prepare a list and post on
website ahead of the event.
• Presentations: Request electronic copies from presenters and post them on the event website.

The Site
• Choose a site that is near public transportation, has
bicycle racks and/or provides shuttle service. Publicize all
transit options in outreach materials.
• Choose a venue that is LEED certified or one that
employs energy- and water-efficient equipment and practices. Find out if the facility managers have adopted sustainable practices. Do they buy locally sourced food and
materials? Ask if they are willing to improve the site’s environmental performance.

Food Service
• Discuss your goals with the caterer, Executive
Chef, or facilities manager: Local organic and seasonal
sources of food and beverages, sustainable seafood sources,
vegetarian/vegan meals, and distribution of edible leftovers
to charity. Estimate food amounts through a careful head
count to minimize waste. Note: Using imported ingredients
from a supermarket uses 4-17 times more petroleum consumption.
• Compost: Set up a system to gather all food preparation scraps for composting and find a local farmer/gardener to take it. Place a compost bin next to the food service area for participants to deposit leftovers. A 100-person
meeting can produce 100 pounds of compostable waste.
• Use reusable tablecloths, napkins, plates, glasses,
and flatware. Who doesn’t prefer eating with a proper knife
and fork?!
• Use large containers for beverages, condiments,
and other food, instead of individual packets, cans, or bottles; i.e., sugar bowl and NO bottled water – use water pitchers. Buying in bulk can lower costs as much as 60%!

The Presenters
•
Identify local presenters to publicize local initiatives and talent.
•
Consult the national list of green hotels to select
potential rooms for out-of-town participants. Ask the planning committee and others to host presenters.
Publicity and Registration
•
Distribute “Save the Date” information by email,
listservs, websites, and other electronic means to minimize
paper use.
•
Provide online registration.
Event Materials
• Paper: Use 100% post-consumer, chlorine-free or
tree-free paper and print with vegetable-based ink.
• Check online resources for co-ops in your area to
order in bulk.
• Handouts: Consider which materials need to be
included, printed double-sided, and which can be provided
online.
• Name tags: Request participants to reuse their
own. Use recycled paper and request participants return the
holder and provide a bin at the exit for this purpose.
Watershed Sentinel

Site Amenities, Signage, and Program
• Use signage throughout to educate participants
about recycling, composting, water and energy conservation, and menu selection.
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Six years ago, event planner Emily Murgatroyd
read Al Gore’s book, An Inconvenient Truth, and had
an epiphany. As the 2nd largest producers of waste after
the construction industry, the event industry is all about
cheap convenience. Murgatroyd ditched the disposable
attitude and adopted sustainability as her guiding principle. Now her Vancouver business, Limelight Event Marketing, formerly Green Print Events, is a leader in green
event planning services to both corporate and individual
clients.
“Consumers are savvy and are exposed to messages
about sustainable practices,” says Murgatroyd. “Many
decisions are driven by the bottom line and the great
thing about hosting a green event is it can save you money. It’s not necessary to buy 10 pallets of bottled water, or
print invitations or a stack of handouts, and we’re able to
show our clients alternatives.”
Murgatroyd uses a host of services from a network
of sustainable businesses that she has developed relationships with. These include sourcing local food, providing
a bicycle valet, offering a carbon credit program to offset
carbon emissions, and post-event sustainability metrics.
“Using sustainability metrics is a science and people
definitely want it and should want it because it legitimizes the industry. Some venues know their energy usage,
such as the Vancouver Convention Centre. We’re working on certification within the green event industry because we are serious about providing quality assurance
and it reflects our commitment to social responsibility.”

Profile
The organizers of Vancouver Island MusicFest in
the Comox Valley are aware that large scale festivals
such as theirs have a significant impact on the environment. With 8,500 festival goers seeking out a quick fix
of food and cool water on a hot July day, the disposable
containers and general garbage created a lot of landfill
waste. To lighten the impact the festival has on the fairgrounds, the region, and the planet, MusicFest organizers began implementing Living Green programs and
initiatives.
For the past five years, MusicFest has introduced a
public education campaign on sorting, composting, and
recycling of all site waste and plastics-free on-site food
preparation. Brightly coloured bins with signage indicating plastic, paper, compost, and garbage are placed
throughout the festival site. They also work with and
promote local, sustainable food producers, breweries,
fish, and distributors, and have fair trade policies in
place for craft vendors.
To eliminate disposable plastic water bottle use on
site, the Vancouver Island Tap Water Project has roving volunteers offering water refills, and water stations
are marked in the program guide. The water is local
tap water, which is sourced from Comox Lake, and the
program has been a great success.
“It has been an interesting journey that has called
on the creativity of our production team, our volunteers, and our sponsors,” says associate producer Meaghan Cursons. “But, in two short years, we have almost
reached our goal to be a 100% disposable water bottlefree event. It’s an obligation we have to our community
and reflects the message in the music – to care about
one another and this world.”

•
Include program information about the sustainability objectives
Logistics
• Clearly mark all recycling the Friends of Cortes Island
and composting containers, energy Sustainability Education Fund
and water conservation prompts, and menu selection (local,
organic sources).
• For decoration, select live plants; natural materials
such as community garden produce or flowers; or re-usable
or donatable materials for panel presentations, centerpieces, and other decorations. Raffle off plants to participants,
or donate to presenters or local charities.
Education
• Announce to your participants/volunteers what
the goals of the event are and ask for their assistance.
Develop and report metrics; e.g., water and ener•
gy savings, composting, and other sustainability objectives.
• Note any extra steps that the event site has undertaken to become more sustainable; e.g., lighting, composting, nontoxic cleaning supplies, energy conservation.
• Celebrate Your Success!!
Watershed Sentinel
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Bogus Business?
Bottling Bute
WATER

Disclosure and Sources
The bottled water business is like the bottles it sells – watertight. A
culture of non-disclosure permeates the industry, right down to individual bottlers. In this blackout, even current federal reports
on Canada’s bottled water industry date back to 2006, based
on estimates and assumptions, not compiled from hard data.
The BC Government, which sells water licences,
stopped updating the information available online in
May 2010. Applications for Crown land are online
only until a decision has been made, then poof!
Gone!
Water and land applications are handled by
the new Ministry of Natural Resource Operations (MNRO) (WS Jan-Feb 2011). MNRO
was rolled out in late 2010 by departing
Premier Gordon Campbell to facilitate
the liquidation of publicly owned natural resources. Transparency and public engagement can impede the free
flow of public assets to private interests – the absence of both is likely
to be the MO at MNRO.
Watershed Sentinel asked
questions of many people
while researching this article. Government was better at answering than
the industry: of all
the phone calls and
emails sent out to
bottlers and licencees, only
two
would
answer any
questions.

Watershed Sentinel
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by Arthur Caldicott
The bottled water industry enjoyed impressive growth until 2007,
the result of relentless advertising,
ubiquitous availability, and a propaganda assault on public water systems. 2.36 billion litres of water were
sold in Canada in 2006, worth an
estimated $708 million. In the US in
2007, 33.3 billion litres were sold for
$11.5 billion.
In 2008, growth turned negative.
Recession squeezed shoppers’ wallets, and bottled water fell off their
shopping lists. It wasn’t just recession, though. People weren’t buying
the lie about unsafe tap water. And
mountains of bottles in blue boxes
and landfills were evidence that there
were more consequences to bottled
water than just water.
“Tap water” campaigns started
to show some real successes, led in
Canada by the Council of Canadians,
and given a boost in 2009 by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities
(FCM). FCM urged municipalities to
phase out the sale and purchase of bottled water, and to develop awareness
campaigns about the positive benefits
and quality of municipal water supplies. It has found real traction in municipal governments.
The bottled water industry had
reached a turning point. At the pricesensitive low-end, and in the sillier
by the year “premium water” market,
excess bottling capacity meant the
boom was over. “Mom-and-pop” water shops were closing their doors.
Canada’s three top bottlers are
Coca-Cola (Dasani, tap water from
various cities in Canada), Pepsi-Cola (Aquafina, tap water) and Nestlé
(Pure Life, in BC the source is spring
water from Hope). Canada’s largest
private bottler, Ontario-based Ice River Springs, had by 2010 closed its BC
operations, including its bottling plant
at Illecillewaet Springs in Glacier National Park – the third largest bottled
water licence in BC – and another
March-April 2011
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plant in Cranbrook which obtained
water from a local well. Ice River
Springs now serves its BC market
from Calgary. In a smaller but similar rationalization, Snowcap Waters of
Fanny Bay sold its mid-Vancouver Island customer base to Duncan-based
Columbia Ice, and closed its bottling
plant forever.
Some bottlers obtain water from
“pristine glacial” sources and from
a local well or tap. Natural Glacial
Waters trucks its Névé brand “super
premium glacial water” 160 km from
the Adam River west of Sayward to
its plant at Fanny Bay on Vancouver
Island. Its less special “glacial spring”
brand, Canadian Icefield, is obtained
from a local well with no glacier anywhere nearby. Perhaps the glacier is

Watershed Sentinel

When we’re done, tap water
will be relegated to showers
and washing dishes.
—Susan Wellington, president of
Quaker Oats’ US beverage division.

underground, suggesting that hell is
freezing over. Its primary markets
are Asian. Watermark Beverages of
Vancouver follows the same scheme.
It obtains its Ice Age and Canadian
Music water from Alpine Creek in
Toba Inlet, and the rest from Vancouver’s municipal supply. Its big market
is California. These and many other
bottlers will bottle their water with
your label, or you can supply your
own water.
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A drop in the bucket

Until 2000, there were about 29
licences issued in BC allowing water removal from streams, lakes, and
springs for bottling purposes. From
2000 to 2007 – the end of the boom
years – there were another 13 issued.
Issued licences total 22,637 cubic metres per day (m3/d) (22,637,000 litres).
When it is multiplied out to litres
or gallons, it seems like a lot of water.
Compared to the volumes of water removed from BC’s lakes and streams
for most other purposes, however,
water for bottling is simply not on
the same scale. It is even less than the
36,000 m3/d used for snow-making at
Whistler-Blackcomb, less than a tenth
Continued on Page 26
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Bute continued
the water permit for the Harmac pulp
mill in Nanaimo. And it’s a drop in the
bucket compared to the water used for
power generation.
The application fee for a bottling
licence is $500 for less than 200 cubic metres per day, and $2000 for 200
m3/d and up. The annual water rental
is 85 cents per thousand cubic metres.
Actual annual revenue to government
in 2010 was a puny $8845. [This total is impossible to reconcile with the
quantity of water licenced. Government was unable to explain it, either.]
Bottling and Bulk Exports

The licence requires that water be
sold in containers of 20 litres or less.
Once it’s in a bottle, it can be sold
anywhere. There is no limit to how
much bottled water can be exported.
Watershed Sentinel

Bottling is quite a different scale
of water handling than large-scale
exports in which pipelines or tankers
move the water, which once at the destination can be pumped directly into
municipal water systems. BC’s Water
Protection Act prohibits the direct
removal of water from BC, and prohibits the large-scale transfer of water
between major watersheds.
At the national level, most of
Canada’s water is largely unprotected,
and vulnerable to the large diversion
schemes which crop up from timeto-time. The International Boundary
Water Treaty Act prohibits large-scale
exports along Canada’s borders. Water
is NOT exempted in the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
as are raw logs for example. The definitive answer to the NAFTA question will only be decided when some
party forces a legal decision. David
26

Boyd in Unnatural Law says that the
free trade agreement places Canada’s
water at risk.
Bottling Bute and Other Inlets

As the bottled water business
retrenched in 2008, something unexpected happened. At least 51 licence
applications were submitted for water
for bottling from streams in Knight,
Bute, Toba and Jervis Inlets. While
some have since been abandoned, between 34 and 40 or more applications
are still active. Each application is for
112.5 m3/d.
The project plan is described
in a report by Sigma Engineering.
The intent is to extract the permitted
quantity of water from each stream in
each of the inlets on a daily basis. A
skiff will approach the mouth of each
stream, and with a flexible hose and
a pump where necessary, will transfer
March-April 2011
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the water to a tank on the skiff. The
capacity of the tank on the skiff is
112.5 m3/d – apparently the tank determined the quantity of water applied
for from each stream.
The skiff will transfer its water
to a barge in the inlet, and then move
on to the next stream. At intervals, the
barge, or barges, will be towed to a
bottling plant, most likely in the Vancouver area. The plan states that the
applicants will not own or operate the
bottling facility.
Subsequent clarifications by
Frank Voelker, Band Manager for the
Kwiakah First Nation, described the
project quite differently: only 3 to 6
streams will be used each day, only
34 licences are being sought, bottling
facilities will be on Vancouver Island
and the mainland, and plastic bottles
will not be used.
The initial applications were filed
by William S. Chornobay, a resident
of Langley, self-employed businessman and former mining exploration
executive. Subsequent applications
were then filed by Da’naxda’xw
Awaetlala First Nation et al (Knight
Inlet), the Kwiakah First Nation et
al (Bute, Toba and Jervis), and most
recently by 0879144 BC Ltd. All of
the applications have Mr. Chornobay
in common, though he has chosen not
to speak with Watershed Sentinel or
other media.
At best, the ostensible water bottling project is fraught with challenges. But perhaps these water licences
are being “staked” in advance of a
reformed BC Water Act which will
allow licences for more opportunistic trading of permits in new water
markets. Or is funding from Indian
Affairs and Northern Development
for First Nation community economic development passing through the
Da’naxda’xw Awaetlala and Kwiakah
accounts to Sigma and Chornobay?
Continued on Page 28
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Laugh till you Gag
A selection of water gimmicks ranging from laughably
trite to inexcusably offensive
Ethos
Water.
Starbucks bought Ethos
Water in 2005, and
made a commitment to
provide $10 million to
humanitarian water programs by 2010. By 2010,
it had paid only $6.2 million. Blaming it on the
economy, Starbucks itself still managed to pull
in revenues of nearly $11
billion, and net income
of over $1 billion. Ethos
Water, available in BC,
is bottled in Pennsylvania, and trucked to the
Starbucks near you. It
sells in Victoria for $2.35 a bottle, ten cents of which goes to the humanitarian programs. Clear winner of the Most Reprehensible Water Scam Award
for ecological impacts, humanitarian hypocrisy, and for using the suffering of
others and the slogan “Helping children get clean water” to make a sick buck.
10 Thousand BC. The stylish bottle contains water from Alpine Creek
in Toba Inlet, reportedly bottled in Kelowna, and selling for prices from $12
up to $46. It is bottled to music and sealed with a cork in a custom-made, foilwrapped bottle. You probably can’t buy it anywhere near you, but can find it
in Dean & Deluca in Kuwait and Claridge’s in London. Company founder Tim
Bates tells the story that ‘he had the “heart to make a difference” after travelling around developing countries, where people were becoming ill because
of bad water.’ This apparently led him “to create a corporation which [has]
a genuine passion to meaningfully contribute to the betterment of our local,
national and international communities.”
Blackwater. “Natural, clean BC fresh water” is “enriched with… proprietary fulvic acid formula. You get the refreshing taste of pure water along
with the incredible natural benefits of fulvic acid.” Wikipedia describes fulvic
acid as “produced by biodegradation of dead organic matter. It is not a single
acid; rather, it is a complex mixture of many different acids.” It is, apparently,
a good anti-oxidant. And it turns clear water black. ($3.89 at Market on Yates
in Victoria.)
Redleaf, Canada’s Ultra-Premium Water. This water, from a spring near
Chilliwack, is “structurally enhanced,” giving it a “silky smooth feel and taste,”
before being put in its 100% biodegradable bottle. ($1.50 at Market on Yates.)
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Bute continued
Environmental Assessment

Notices posted in local newspapers in December about the most
recent of these applications triggered
action by five groups – Friends of
Bute Inlet, Campbell River chapter of
the Council of Canadians, Sierra Club
Quadra Island, Sierra Club Malaspina, and the Sunshine Coast Conservation Association.
They appealed to Murray Coell,
BC’s Minister of Environment, to designate all of these related water and
land applications as a single reviewable project under the Environmental
Assessment Act, arguing that the full
scope and impacts of the project will
not be assessed by any other process. The application-by-application
permit-stamping modus operandi of
the MNRO is not appropriate for a
scheme of this complexity.
The four inlets in question are
already subject to some of BC’s largest run-of-river power generation
proposals, notably those in Toba Inlet and Bute Inlet by Plutonic Power
Corp. and General Electric. Licences
to remove water from 34 to 40 or
more streams in those same inlets will
exacerbate environmental impacts.
When is enough? What are the cumulative impacts of all these projects,
ecologically, socially, economically?
Reviewing the situation, Andrew
Gage of West Coast Environmental
Law concluded that MNRO must at
least extend the public comment period on all the applications and order
the proponent to provide a description of the entire project. In his letter
to MNRO, Gage said, “The optics of
breaking up the project in this way,
and inviting public comment on only
individual pieces of the project in isolation, does not encourage public confidence.”
As of press time, neither West
Coast Environmental Law nor the local groups had received replies from
anyone in government.
Watershed Sentinel

Snowcap, Sun Belt and the one that got away
BC doesn’t allow bulk water exports,
with one exception. A grandfathered licence allows 246,696 m3/year to be withdrawn from Alpine Creek in Toba Inlet.
This licence belongs to Alpine Glacier
Water Inc., and the water is sold as 10
Thousand BC. In the fiscal year ending
April 1, 2010, the company took 18,927
m3, about eight per cent of its permitted
volume. The company wouldn’t speak
to us, so we don’t know if the water is
trucked to Kelowna for bottling or is
barged out of BC.
How the export ban came about is by
now the stuff of stories. Goleta County
in southern California was in the midst
of a drought and in 1991 requested bids
for alternative sources of supply. Sun Belt
Waters of California was the successful
bidder, intending to import water from
Toba Inlet under a licence applied for by
Snowcap Waters of Fanny Bay. Another
Canadian company, Western Canadian
Waters (WCW), won the bid, offering
water from an existing licence near Ocean Falls. Four days after Goleta
County made its decision, the BC government issued Order in Council 331
slapping a moratorium on all export applications, including Snowcap’s. The
moratorium has since become a legislated ban on new export licences.
Sun Belt and Snowcap sued the BC Government, claiming the export
ban was to ensure WCW got the Goleta County contract. The BC government eventually paid Snowcap $335,000 in an out-of-court settlement. Sun
Belt, however, got nowhere with its claims against the BC government for
some $700 million in damages, so it jacked it up to $15.75 billion and has
charged the Canadian government under NAFTA. The case has a distinct
smell of wing-nuttery about it – Sun Belt’s website is the best source – and
includes charges of an inappropriate relationship between WCW and the
government of Bill Vander Zalm. Still, David Boyd places it somewhere
between “a good arguable case” and “ludicrous.”
As for Goleta County, it rained, filled the county’s reservoirs, and extinguished the BC export schemes before any deals were consummated.

Proposed revisions to BC’s Water
Act have suggested a future for “Water Markets” and permit trading. How
might the unused capacity in all these
licences be used in these water markets? Is this a setup for a bulk export
of water from BC?
Is bottling a use of water which
the BC government should be encouraging? Or should the province follow
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the example of a growing number of
local governments not just in Canada,
but around the world, and discourage
the mass spread of bottled water?
t
Arthur Caldicott is an energy researcher and a frequent contributor to
the Watershed Sentinel.
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On Cell Phones and Accuracy
Our letters pages belong to the readers, but when a reader questioned the accuracy of our cell
phone coverage, we thought it was important to allow some investigation.
completed) and 2010, the Interphone team re-analyzed the
data. Writes Lean, “It got around the cause of bias that
most worried researchers – that fewer people who did not
use mobiles volunteered to be studied than those who did
– by comparing light [users] with heavier users. And this
revealed consistent increases in glioma among those who
had phoned most, and those who had used their handsets
for 10 years or more.”
Microwave News (May 17) reported: “When the Interphone team analyzed the data in a way to compensate for
selection bias, they saw a much more provocative picture
of the risks associated with long-term use of cell phones.
Those who used a mobile phone for ten or more years were
found to be twice as likely to develop a brain tumour. The
increased risk is statistically significant.” (www.microwavenews.com/Interphone.Appendix2.html)
That data, relegated to Appendix 1 (on meningioma)
and Appendix 2 (on glioma), “was originally part of the
Interphone paper,” but “it was later removed during negotiations to achieve consensus within the research group.
The peer reviewers then asked that [the data] be included.
In a compromise, it [the data] ended up as an appendix
relegated to the Internet.” Appendix 1 and 2 were not
included as part of the published paper. They, and the
published study, along with commentary, can be found on
Dr. Magda Havas’ website (Magda Havas, “Lessons From
the Interphone Study,” May 20, 2010, www.magadahavas.
com/2010/05/20/lessons-from-the-interphone-study/
Elisabeth Cardis, head of the Interphone Study, told
Microwave News (May 17), “I myself think [the table in
Appendix 2] is an appropriate way to look at the data” on
glioma.
By September 24, 2010, the Globe & Mail’s environmental reporter stated (without any of the qualifiers mentioned in Mr. Tomalty’s letter): “Several studies, including
an exhaustive review this year by the World Health Organization’s cancer-research agency [i.e. Interphone Study
plus Appendix 2], find that people who have used cellphones for half an hour a day for more than a decade have
about twice the risk of glioma, a rare kind of brain tumour,
on the side of their head where they hold the phone.”
(Martin Mittelstaedt, “The Disturbing Truth About Cellphones,” Globe & Mail, Sept 24, 2010.)
In my sidebar on the Interphone Study, rather than
citing the 40% figure for risk, I should have stated “about
twice the risk of glioma.”
Joyce Nelson, Toronto Ontario

I read the article on cell phones with interest. I was
disappointed, however, by Joyce Nelson’s presentation of
the results of the Interphone study on the impact of cell
phone use on brain tumours. Nelson reports that “those
who used a cell phone one-half hour per day over a tenyear period were 40% more likely to develop glioma than
those who had not used cell phones.” While this is true,
the text does not mention that these users were in the highest decile of users and that biases and uncertainties among
the results for that outlying group, according to the authors
of the report, “prevent a causal interpretation.” The data
are suspect for a number of reasons, including the fact
that the statistical relationship was weak and only showed
up for those who had been using cell phones for the least
number of years, which of course is counterintuitive. The
authors conclude only that “The possible effects of longterm heavy use of mobile phones require further investigation.” Moreover, Nelson omits to mention that for the large
majority of users included in this massive international
study, no statistical relationship at all was found between
cell phone use and brain tumours.
As environmentalists, we are conscious of potential
ill-effects of technology and the first to ring alarm bells.
I personally avoid microwave and cell phone use as much
as possible, based on the principle that it is better to be
safe than sorry. I suspect that these technologies are not as
benign as industry and government officials say. However,
twisting the results of scientific research to suit our preordained conclusions is not a good way to gain public confidence or advance the search for truth on these important
matters.
Ray Tomalty, Montreal Quebec

Author Joyce Nelson Responds
After the Interphone Study was released in May 2010,
Geoffrey Lean reported: “The heaviest users of mobile
phones – on them for a total of 1,640 hours, equivalent to
just half an hour a day over 10 years – were 40 per cent
more likely to get glioma....And they were fully twice as
likely to develop it on the same side of the head as they
held the handset. The authors of the study dismissed
this result....But an appendix [Appendix 2] to the paper
provides strong supporting evidence.” (Geoffrey Lean,
“Mobile Phones: Is There an Epidemic on Hold?” The Telegraph, May 21, 2010)
Between 2006 (when a final draft of the study was
Watershed Sentinel
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Interviews with Environmental Elders and Senior Leaders
in British Columbia
by Maggie Paquet
The “Voices for Change” project is a partnership of the Watershed Sentinel
Education Society and the BC Environmental Network. The project highlights
the contributions to environmental education and activism by British Columbians who are considered to be elders in the environmental community.
Some of the project’s goals are:
• to provide a venue for elders to share their stories and their knowledge;
• to provide a mentoring opportunity for elders; and
• to acknowledge the ongoing involvement of elders, who they are, what 		
they have to say, and what advice they have for the next generation.
We wanted to feature people who reflect the social and geographic range of
the province, as well as balance elders from parks and wilderness groups with
those who focused on toxics, species-at-risk, fisheries and oceans, and other issues. We hope you are inspired by the words so generously given by these 14
elders: May Murray, Paul George, Rosemary Fox, Ric Careless, Vicky Husband,
Gordon Hartman, Ed Mankelow, Katharine Steig, Wayne McCrory, Ruby Dunstan, Catherine Stewart, Michael M’Gonigle, Olga Schwartzkopf, and Calvin
Sandborn.
Did your involvement in environmental work ever have an impact
on your family or other relationships? In what way? How did you
deal with that? (Question 3)
Struggle and some degree of satisfaction characterise most of the responses
to this question. Responses were not so much surprising in that most people said
yes, their environmental work did affect their families and other relationships,
the surprise was in the variety and intensity of responses. Two of the men went
through marriage breakups largely because their work was so time-consuming
and intense, and because they were away so much. Women, in particular, but not
exclusively among this group, said they had to learn to balance their environmental work with the needs of their families. Both men and women felt it had an
impact on their kids, mostly in missing their parent, but it wasn’t always negative. Catherine Stewart, for instance, while saying that her kids missed her, and
she them, also said, “My work exposed them to amazing people from around the
world. I sometimes took them with me to incredible places. It was hard, but also
inspiring for us as a family.” Ed Mankelow admitted it was time-consuming, but,
with his wife doing duty as transportation manager, he got involved with his kids
at their school, and for many years took classes out into the bush, which he said
Watershed Sentinel
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At first, I didn’t have the teachings to help me understand that
we had to fight for everything,
the land, the fish, the foods, the
mountains. I learned that the
Creator grows it for you so you
can survive, but you have to
know that you can’t use it all. You
have to make sure it can support
all the future generations. It was
always about rights and title…
about being able to practice all
our cultural beliefs right here in
our territory, where you would
know, every month, what you had
to do to put foods away for the
winter.
— Ruby Dunstan

Katharine Steig taking a break
during a hike in Cypress
Provincial Park
March-April 2011
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was beneficial for all. Michael M’Gonigle and his wife, Wendy Wickwire, were
both involved in the Stein Valley campaign when their kids were young. He feels
their work was very good for his family and, “the kids have a special connection
to the Stein.” Gordon Hartman, whose environmental work began in earnest after
he retired, said his family is “proud of the work I did in the Alcan/Kemano and
Fish Lake/Taseko issues,” and while he says he “wasn’t the hero in the Kemano
situation, I did kick open the can of worms that was entailed in the ‘Settlement
Agreement.’ Most of my colleagues approved of what I did.”
Another impact was on a broader social level. For some, like Katharine Steig,
the people they worked with on environmental issues weren’t their neighbours or
work colleagues, so they didn’t have much social life outside of ENGO meetings
and activities. Ric Careless said the work was “all-consuming and extremely
stressful” at times, and he felt he was always “skating on the edge of burnout.”
Feeling that he has helped save “some of the beauty, magic, and wonder of being
alive in this beautiful province” keeps him grounded. Olga Schwartzkopf said
many of her old friends quit speaking to her. At a dinner party one time, she was
called a “communist” because she wouldn’t eat farmed fish! She dealt with it by
making new friends.
For Ruby Dunstan, elected chief of the Nlaka’pamux (Lytton) First Nation,
it wasn’t only her family but the whole community that was affected. Some of
her husband’s relatives were loggers. The women would tell her to keep fighting.
There was a split between the men and the women. Many of the young people
wanted roads into the area to make hunting easier. The economic aspect of logging the Stein was a big issue. Ruby said she was called a “half-baked environmentalist.” For her part, she wanted to do what the elders wanted her to do. After
she got out of politics, she’s happy to say, her community, and her family have
come back together, but she had to work hard to restore her relationships.
I don’t think the “outside world” much considers the price environmentalists – and their friends and families – have paid for the work they’ve done, and
continue to do; but for every one of them, it’s had immense rewards in how they
feel about what they’ve achieved.

I’m in love with the land, with
wildness. The idea that I can
help pass on these wild places is
worth it; it’s sacred work. It has
been – and continues to be – an
opportunity for me to help keep
beauty in the world.
—Ric Careless (on Keats
Island with students from Sea-toSky Environmental School.)

What has kept you involved in the environmental movement?
What keeps you going when things look bleak? (Question 4)
I was a bit taken aback when I got my first response to this question. I had to
stop and think for a minute what the heck he’d just said. Then I realised he’d hit
the nail on the head for all of us who do this work. It was Gordon Hartman and he
said: “I don’t know how to answer this question except to say that things just kept
happening and I kept reacting and staying involved. If you or I were dropped into
the ocean, we’d keep on trying to swim – at least for a while.”
Of the 14 elders interviewed, 11 stated quite emphatically that they stayed
involved because, as Katharine Steig said, “The work still isn’t finished. At first
I thought that eventually these areas would be permanently protected, but that’s
not how it happens; it’s never done. You always have to be vigilant.” Wayne McCrory “always thought, and sometimes hoped, that environmental causes in my
life would end, but they never do...What helps to keep me going is working with
my colleagues and seeing the wildlife…and the skills we’ve all gained in doing
this work.” Ed Mankelow said, “The issues never stop. It’s hard to let go.” Paul
George simply said, “I’m not the kind of person who gives up.”
Continued on Page 32
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Mentoring is about teaching by
example, providing the resources
we have gathered over the years
of our lives. It’s about embracing
your mentee, sharing their experience and environment. We want
to make sure that environment is
safe, clean, and diverse, so that
we both survive and flourish.
--Olga Schwartzkopf

This was developed with funding from
the Government of Canada’s New
Horizons for Seniors Initiative.
March-April 2011
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Voices continued
Another reason these elders keep on working is they feel they have to keep
an eye on things. May Murray said, “Every time you turn around, government
wants to sell or develop or cut down something. It’s one thing after another. Take
Site C. It’s back. I listened to a person on CBC radio talking about how families
were affected when the area was first flooded for the Bennett Dam, how people
saw animals drowning. It was traumatic for them. I feel I have to stay on watch.
If government knows there are people on watch, it may hold them in check.”
This determination to never give up runs through the minds of all the elders.
This constant vigilance can take a toll on one’s physical and emotional health,
warns Olga Schwartzkopf. Learning how to look after themselves as well as the
planet is a theme that runs through all the responses. On the bright side, one of
the most rewarding activities for many, and singled out by Olga, is the opportunity for mentoring. BC Spaces, Ric Careless’ group, engages young people on
environmental issues. This kind of positive activity was mentioned by many of
the others as a big part of what keeps them going when “things look bleak.”
Deeply caring for the planet and the future is another major motivator. Rosemary Fox answered emphatically, “Because I care! I wonder what kind of future
there will be for the next generations, for the creatures that make the world so
rich.” A key theme well-articulated by Catherine Stewart, is the “passion, hope,
conviction” felt by all the elders and without which they likely would have quit
long ago. They all said “there really is no choice.”
Do you work with an environmental organisation? If so, why? If
not, why not? (Question 5)
Many of the elders are expert multi-taskers, carrying on a private life with
family and work, as well as being active in a number of organisations, big and
small, and local to international. Eleven elders responded “yes” to this question,
another stays active assisting a number of groups as needed, and Vicky Husband
calls herself a “free radical,” preferring to speak directly to the public, although
she is active with the Watershed Watch Salmon Society. Vicky is also working
to help stem the plethora of so-called run-of-river, “green” energy projects that
threaten many river and stream systems in the central and south coast regions.
The benefits of working with a group ranged from the need to have people
with a variety of skills and ideas working on an issue to enabling networking
with other groups, the opportunity to learn new things, and most importantly, to
help give you the support you need to achieve your goals. Many commented that
you “can’t do it alone.”
For some, it depended on where they lived. For those in rural or smaller centres, their work is generally either in a local group or one that has a volunteer base
all over the province. Rosemary Fox was with the Sierra Club for over 25 years,
but “volunteering with them became difficult when I moved up to Smithers. I
got involved with the local group of Nature BC, which is planning to intervene
with Nature Canada in the Joint Panel Review of the Northern Gateway pipeline
project.” Olga Schwartzkopf is active in at least five ENGOs and in the RCEN’s
Toxics and Water caucuses. “Why? Because we need the whole spectrum of activity…as many strategies as possible.” Catherine Stewart works with a group
(Living Oceans) “because the movement deserves resources, a lot of effort, many
brains. We all draw on each other’s skills, strategic sense; there’s more power and
more effectiveness working with a group.”
Calvin Sandborn is inspired by the students and clients he works with at
Watershed Sentinel
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I have worked to support and
assist groups. When I was a government employee, I worked with
a number and variety of organisations and always respected them.
I felt they were on the right side
of history. My personal political
perspective is that we must move
beyond the old philosophically anthropocentric political dialogue of
individual self-interest vs interest
of the collective, to one in which
we see ourselves as one nondominant being in an ecological
community.
—Gordon Hartman

Vicky Husband
at the Adams River.
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UVic’s Environmental Law Centre. He says they work with dozens of organisations and individuals. He also volunteers with the Environmental Law Alliance
World-wide, a group of environmental lawyers from almost 80 countries.
I think Ric Careless, of BC Spaces for Nature and a co-founder of many
groups, expresses one of the fundamental reasons groups are important: “Getting
change involves power and influence. People coming together can be a source of
power. But you need to know how to use the power in order to have influence –
like a rocket ship filled with explosives – that’s the power. When you put fins on
the rocket, you can determine where the rocket goes – that’s influence. This is
what an effective organisation can do to achieve positive change.”
What do you think are possible traps to effective activism, or
known failing strategies? (Question 6)
At first, most respondents were a bit hesitant at this question, but then the
floodgates opened. Funding issues and becoming captive to funders’ (or government agencies’) goals and timetables topped the list of concerns. Vicky Husband
said, “Groups end up working only on the issues that they can get funding for,
and not necessarily the issues that need to be worked on.” Concern about “corporatisation” was also a common response. When this happens, groups end up
with a lot of their activities going into looking after their own interests. Along
with this were comments that some organisations with full-time paid staff had
become “slick,” repeatedly sending out “e-bulletins” and asking for donations.
Many found this very annoying and said it contributed to the loss of – and lack
of respect for – volunteers. “Selling-out grassroots groups” means that when
government holds planning processes and consultations, only the “big groups”
are invited to participate and, as Rosemary Fox commented, the smaller groups
“may be the ones in the local area who likely know more about local issues, but
they are overlooked. This is potentially divisive and counter-productive.”
Internal conflict, divisiveness, becoming too competitive with other ENGOs
(for funding and media attention), egotism, dishonesty, allowing themselves to
be used for greenwash propaganda (either deliberately for funding purposes, or
inadvertently through lack of seeing the “big picture”), doing a report on an issue and then moving on without achieving any particular success, not sticking
with a goal but instead reacting to urgent issues, not being results-oriented, not
being sufficiently committed to achieving a goal, “preaching to the choir,” being
overly critical of each other (or, as Catherine Stewart said in the previous article,
“circling the wagons and shooting inward”), and being too harshly judgmental of
other groups were all mentioned. Ouch! I think all these can be boiled down to a
huge shared concern that a lot of energy gets wasted at the expense of achieving
positive results for the planet and for society in general.
Another trap mentioned was “judging success by column-inches,” feeling
that if your issue is getting media coverage, then you’re being successful. Catherine Stewart said that this “is not an indicator of change, in practice or in policies.
You’ve got to follow through to see if there are real indicators of success.”
Another category of traps related to “direct action,” or demonstrations. Paul
George commented that for WC2, non-violence was mandatory. A number of
respondents felt that demonstrations, petitions, and form letters to politicians
became ineffective and were largely dismissed by the general public as “the same
old rabble acting up.”
Continued on Page 34
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Environmental management is
done within our tribal council. I
help out with that, especially if
environmentalists come to our
community. I support their work. I
do what I can to help make it work
to protect what needs to be protected. I remember the ones who
helped in the early days, people
like John McCandless, David
Thompson, Colleen McCrory,
Trevor Jones, Wayne McCrory,
David Suzuki, Wendy Wickwire
and Michael M’Gonigle, and Chris
Arnett, the archaeologist. There
were others, too. I thank them
all. Someday I’d like to win the
lottery so I could put a big ad in
the newspaper thanking all those
people.
—Ruby Dunstan

Fifty years ago
I was in the group that is now
CPAWS. Getting into wilderness
was how to learn about places
to support protecting them. I
was camp registrar for Nature
Vancouver’s camp for years. I
co-founded Friends of the Stikine
after I hiked into Mt. Edziza. I help
out at Nature BC’s parks heritage
office, and for the past 10 years
have volunteered at the museum
in Lynn Headwaters Regional
Park. Experiencing places and
learning their history are strong
reasons for people to want to protect them.
—May Murray
March-April 2011
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Voices continued
One trap to effectiveness that resonates with me is credibility – or, as Rosemary Fox commented, the lack of it. She, among others, said “it is really important to get your facts right…be credible.”
When designing your strategy for success, a final word of advice came
from Ric Careless, who believes that to be successful, “decisions are also made
through the use of sentiment and emotion; you need to make your work both
personal and strategic.”
t
Traps. There are two big ones. We…talk about them, but don’t do so
much about them. The first is that we have systemic problems that require
systemic solutions. People know it, but don’t talk about it: Growth. We know
it’s a problem, but we don’t look at the dynamics. Everyone wants environmental law to solve the problems, but law comes from the State. The State
is the biggest developer around. That’s a contradiction. We have to understand the nature of contradictions.
Second, we need to be able – and willing – to talk about them. That’s
my major campaign. We need a critique of the liberal discourse…of the cautious talk that excludes the big issues that would undermine your credibility
even to mention them. … We need to stop beating around the bush and
move beyond the contradictions. “De-growth” is the new buzzword. If you
mention it to government or industry, they’ll marginalise you. But the only
way NOT to be marginalised is to have everyone talking about it…
Actually, there is a third trap. We don’t have the citizenship that can
do this because everyone is now a consumer whose identity is made to be
that to keep the wheels turning. We are a world of mechanical cogs, not illuminating lights.
—Michael M’Gonigle
Ric Careless on mountaintop in Cathedral Provincial Park. “I worked on
the master plan for Cathedral back in the early
1970s while I was still
in university. In the late
1990s, I helped, along
with Lloyd Manchester
and others, to get Snowy
Mountain added to the
park.”
Photos/credits: Katharine Steig relaxing in Cypress PP; Ruby Dunstan
with aboriginal Olympic torch; Olga Schwartzkopf at BCEN AGM with Lindsay Poaps; Ric Careless (BC Spaces for Nature photo); Vicky Husband
at the Adams River; Gordon Hartman helping Xeni Gwet’in First Nation
at CEAA hearings in Williams Lake on Teztan Biny (Fish Lake) (M Paquet
photo); May Murray in Pasayten Wilderness (Joan Murray photo); Michael
M’Gonigle; Catherine Stewart; Ric Careless in Cathedral Provincial Park
(BC Spaces for Nature photo.)
Last issue: Calvin Sandborn photo by Holly Pattison; Wayne McCrory &
his companion bear research dog Lucy, photo by Tim Stewart.
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I work with the Environmental
Studies Department at UVic. It
has some amazing students…I
have a research group, POLIS.
I’m also at the Environmental Law
Centre, and there is the Dogwood
Initiative (that I co-founded) and
some other local groups that are
dealing with preventing the loss
of farmland in Central Saanich.
So I’m active with many groups.
Why? How else are you going to
get things done? This is the only
real democratic politics today:
NGOs. The rise in NGOs 30-40
years ago is where democracy
happens today, such as it is.
—Michael M’Gonigle

Another trap is investing so much
time and energy that you become
afraid to walk away. There comes
a time when you eventually have
to talk to government or industry
and you can get trapped if you
can’t negotiate with them. Also,
we talk about ecosystem diversity, but don’t recognise the need
for diversity in ourselves. Some
strategies work, some don’t. We
need the continuum of strategic
actions.
—Catherine Stewart
March-April 2011
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These generous sustainers help us to provide you with a strong independent voice for
environmental issues, activism, and social justice. We depend on them with thanks.
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• Wallace DuTemple, North Saanich BC • Elaine Golds, Port
Moody BC • Shirley Holmes & Harry Holman, Qualicum Beach
BC • Elizabeth Horsfield & Stuart Isto, Powell River BC • John
& Cathie Howard, Hornby Island BC • Dave Hughes, Whaletown BC • Fern Kornelsen, Heriot Bay BC • Susan Steffber &
John Kristensen, Whaletown BC • Hannah Main, Victoria BC
• Eleanore Mameli, Minstrel Island BC • J. Keeping & G. Morton, Head of St. Margaret’s Bay, NS • Stefan Ochman, Bamfield
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Wilderness Committee

S

taring through the blur of tree
trunks that lined the road as
we bumped along in our van,
I could see a massive sevenstorey high chunk of limestone rising
from a rice field.
I was on the island of Palawan
in the Philippines, on a trip this past
January to reconnect with family and
to learn a little more about the nation
where my wife was born.
Up ahead, we turned off the road
onto a side track that a wooden sign
identified as the way to Ugong Rock.
The track soon dead-ended at a small
gravel parking lot where a fellow in a
hard hat informed us that for a small
fee we could be led up to the top.
This sounded pretty cool to me. But
the coolest part was when the guide
explained that the route went through
natural cave passageways that corkscrew to the top. Wow. I was sold. I
had to go.
On the way up, I learned some
things from my guide. Ugong Rock is
an ecotourism enterprise, its trail system and guides provided by the adjacent rural community of Tagabinet, as
a way of generating a modest income
for local people without destroying
Palawan’s rainforest environment. A
local man by the name of Dr. Gerry
Ortega was one of the Ugong Rock
project’s key organizers, and one of
the most vocal supporters of a Palawan economy based on ecotourism,
not logging and mining. He even had
his own radio show, which he used to
speak out for a sustainable Palawan.
The view from the top of Ugong
Rock was breathtaking. And hope-

The view from the top of
Ugong Rock was breathtaking. And hopeful. I could see
that a zip line had been strung
from the peak all the way
down to the rice field below.
ful. I could see that a zip line had
been strung from the peak all the way
down to the rice field below. That will
be quite a ride when it’s finished, I
mused. It reminded me of the zip line
eco-tour in the Kennedy River canyon
in Clayoquot Sound, constructed last
year in partnership with the Tla-oqui-aht First Nation.
After hiking back down and saying thank you to my guide, I saw a little group of men, women, and kids unpacking some large cardboard boxes
full of t-shirts. The shirts had the slogan “Never Mine Palawan” in big letters across their front. I listened as the
people explained to me that there are
several existing and proposed mining
projects that threaten to rip the guts
out of Palawan’s ecotourism future. In
response, the people of Palawan have
organized themselves and, thanks to
leaders like Dr. Ortega, are demanding a total mining ban.
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We bought some shirts and promised to do what we could do to help
from Canada.
Two weeks later, while waiting
for a ferry boat, I picked up a newspaper from Manila. There he was, on
the front page: Dr. Gerry Ortega murdered, gunned down in cold blood by
an assassin packing a 45-calibre pistol. Police were quoted saying they
had the shooter in custody. The article
said that the assassin had admitted to
having been offered cash to murder
Dr. Ortega.
I felt sick, and thought about Dr.
Ortega’s poor family. What must they
be going through? And what about his
community? How does anyone speak
out any more when for a few dollars
someone could be sent to sneak up
and shoot you?
But in the days that followed,
people did step up and speak out.
Fearless editorials appeared in newspapers across the Philippines, even
though this country has one of the
worst records for unsolved murders of
journalists on earth.
Across the Philippines, people
held rallies, made YouTube videos,
and organized petitions demanding
justice for Dr. Gerry Ortega and the
fulfillment of his dream – Never Mine
Palawan. Now they are looking for
international support to preserve this
beautiful island’s environment.
Go to http://www.no2mininginpalawan.com/ to read and sign the petition to protect Palawan from mining.
It will be sent to the provincial government of Palawan and the national
government of the Philippines. The
March-April 2011
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Two weeks later, I picked up a
newspaper from Manila. There he
was on the front page. Dr. Gerry
Ortega murdered, gunned down in
cold blood by an assassin packing a
45-calibre pistol.

people of Palawan are looking for 10
million signatures. It’s a big climb –
one of which I think that Gerry Ortega would have been proud. They got
my name on that petition. How about
yours?
When I visited, the view from
Ugong Rock was hopeful. It still is.
t

Go to http://www.no2mininginpalawan.com/ to read and sign the
petition to protect Palawan from mining.

Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the
Wilderness Committee, Canada’s largest citizen-funded membership-based wilderness preservation organization.
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